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Abstract

In December of 2019, the outbreak of COVID-19 in Wuhan, China, marked
the beginning of the pandemic and the most extensive global public health crisis of
the 21st century. Globally, as of April 2022, there have been 490 million confirmed
cases of COVID-19, including 6 million death. The COVID-19 pandemic also
impacted every member of the world and changed the world and everyone's way of
living. The first stage of the COVID-19 outbreak in China has attracted significant
attention from the media worldwide. The western press carried out massive coverage
from the beginning. The British media made extensive and detailed reports on China's
COVID-19 situation and maintained continuous attention for the next two years.
Together, these reports have painted a panorama of lives under the haze of COVID-19
in China and presented it to the readers.

However, no news media organization can fully present a news event to its
audience in its original form, which often edits and changes information based on
their needs—choosing the events to report with different angles and tones to
constitute the news framing. The news frame is constructed by the media's values and
political stance, and this choice of news framing may ultimately affect their target
audience. The covid-19 outbreak in China later affected the whole world has been a
huge news event. This paper will conduct a systematic, comprehensive study and
analysis of the news coverage from The Guardian (a famous British left-wing media)
and The Daily Telegraph (a famous British right-wing press) in China's Covid-19
situation to understand how they structure news stories.

Based on research on the subject and content of the Guardian/Daily Telegraph
coverage, according to the theme and scope of its reports and divided into seven
analysis framings: general coverage of COVID-19, pandemic restriction status,
economic impact, COVID-19 origin, concealment of early cases, and vaccination. I
will conduct qualitative and quantitative research and analysis based on the changes in
the report's focuses, changes in the reporting rates, and opinion trends. Please find out
how they construct the news framing while reporting COVID-19 in China. Further
study the differences in the frames of two major press by analyzing the focus and
perspectives of their coverage. Analyze the differences between two press views
under the same framing at the same event. What is the reason for the difference in
news framing between The Daily Telegraph and The Guardian?

Keywords: COVID-19, China , The Daily Telegraph, The Guardian, news report framing，
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Research background and significance

Watershed is a hydrological term that refers to the drainage divide. A watershed

is usually an elevated terrain that separates neighboring drainage basins in topography.

In Chinese, Watershed is commonly used to describe things that changed the course of

an event. If there is a watershed in the 21 century, then it will be Covid-19. 2019-2020

is destined to be a watershed year in human history that separated the world entirely

from the course before. "Starting in December 2019, a new viral infection spread

worldwide. The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2),

commonly known as COVID-19, appeared initially in Wuhan (China) and in a few

weeks became a global pandemic".1 This virus soon turned out to be a global

pandemic and created a severe international public health crisis. “Despite facing

multiple outbreaks of infectious diseases in recent years, the world was caught

unprepared for the spread of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2

(COVID-19, Brueck, 2020)”2. The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on every country

around the world is also unprecedented, as the virus caused unprecedented social and

economic interruptions.3The most extensive total lockdown in human history, high-

tech applied to massive human surveillance, millions of deaths, and an unprecedented

race to vaccine research. “The threat of lethal contagion constitutes a significant crisis

for society, with potentially grave psychological consequences for its citizens going

well beyond the medical seriousness of the disease itself. This has been described in

relation to the HIV/AIDS epidemic in the 1980s and later also to SARS, H1N1, and

1 World Health Organization, WHO Director-General’s Opening Remarks at the Media Briefing on
COVID-19,( 2022)
2 Brueck, H, The rest of the world is “simply not ready” for the coronavirus, according to a WHO
envoy who just returned from China,( Business insider 2020).
3 Anderson, et al, How will country-based mitigation measures influence the course of the COVID-19
epidemic? ( The Lancet .2020)
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avian influenza, giving rise to “public hysteria about vulnerability.”4 A Covid-19

pandemic is a tragic event that will be heavily marked in human history. After this

disaster that changed everyone's life, those who have experienced the Covid era will

vividly remember it for decades. In the future, no doubt that Covid-19 will become a

significant infectious disease that is remembered in the annals of human history as

smallpox and the Black Death. The Covid-19 epidemic has company the world for

more than two years, and 2022 will be the third year of the Covid era. Still, the

pandemic is yet finished, and the threat of the virus to humankind still exists.

In early February 2022, the global number of confirmed cases exceeded 400

million, and it took only one month to add on 100 million cases. In early March, the

global number of confirmed deaths exceeded 6 million, and it took only four months

to add on 1 million. And the latest Omicron creates a higher Death rate compared with

the early Delta version in the United States.5 Johns Hopkins University in the United

States statistics results shows that on April 7, the global death toll from Covid-19

Covid-19 has exceeded 6,165,503. Besides, the last 28-day caused 148,736 deaths.6

This means that around 1 in 1,300 people worldwide die from Covid-19, and almost

150 thousand life got wiped out from this planet each month for this single reason.

Many experts believe this statistic is inaccurate which has excluded the rural area in

developing countries, "The Economist" estimates that the actual world deaths toll

caused by Covid-19 and its medical resources occupied can be 20.5million people

with a 95% confidence interval, which is 3.3 times more than WHO data7

4 Gilman, S.L, Moral panic and pandemics, (Lancet, 2010)

5 Nirappil, Fenit, and Dan Keating. Covid Deaths Highest in a Year as Omicron Targets the

Unvaccinated and Elderly, (The Washington Post, 2022).
6 Covid-19 Map. (Johns Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center,2022).
7 The Economist, “The Pandemic's True Death Toll.” The Economist, (The Economist Newspaper,
2022).
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(The Economist. (2022) “The Pandemic's True Death Toll.” The Economist. The Economist Newspaper,)8

Not only the public health and medical system but The Covid-19 pandemic is

also challenging the world economy.9 Its impact on every country and the world

economy is also unprecedented. The Covid-19 pandemic had a severe impact on

countries' real economic systems and global supply chains. Binder. C thinks that the

economic encounter due to Coronavirus is creating a certain fear in the

macroeconomics.10 As the global pandemic continues, it has hugely impacted supply

and demand relationships and price changes in the international commodity market.

The global capital market, futures market, and financial market have directly faced

great impact and influence, and the global economy is facing the risk of declining.

Thomas Friedman, a three-time Pulitzer Prize winner, mentioned Human history

would be divided into B.C. (Before Corona) and A.C. (After Corona) in the weekly

columnist at The New York Times.11

Former U.S. Secretary of State Dr. Henry Kissinger mentioned in The Wall

Street Journal that many countries' institutions would be perceived as failures when

the COVID-19 pandemic is over. However, it does not matter whether this prediction

8 ibidem
9 Hossain, et al, Framing Analysis on Covid-19 Issues, (SAGE Open, 2022).
10 Binder, C, Coronavirus fears and macroeconomic expectations, (Review of Economics and Statistics,
2020).
11 Friedman Thomas L, Our New Historical Divide: B.C. and A.C, (The New York Times, 2020).
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will never be the same after the pandemic.12

As the most potent force in the communication system of modern society,

modern news media have consciously and unconsciously participated in all social

fields of public affairs since its birth. The construction of "social reality" by news

media shapes the "pictures" in people's minds and becomes a window for people to

understand the world. However, news media always organize and produce content

according to specific rules, that is, news framing. The news frame determines what

the audience will receive by selectively reconstructing the event's truth-highlighting

or ignoring facts. The real world does not appear in the public eye in its raw form but

is carefully structured.13

In the information age, due to the media pervasive, the influence of media

content on audiences is not only to guide their cognition of events but also to

influence their attitudes and actions towards events. The British media's coverage of

the pandemic in China is also not (and cannot be) a complete reproduction of actual

events. During public health crises, the availability of information in news media is

often limited, incomplete, and often inadequate.14

The news content providers process, edit, and change information according to

their needs and practices, such as assessing newsworthiness and constructing

framings.15 The news media can't present all the actual events to the audience in full

detail but tend to report on the values and Political leanings of the media provider.16

The news framing constructed by the British mainstem media not only

persuaded the target audience to identify with the impression( China under Covid-19)

built by them but also changed and reshaped the Chinese national image in their

12 Kissinger, Henry A, Opinion | the Coronavirus Pandemic Will Forever Alter the World Order, (The
Wall Street Journal, 2020).
13 Gamson W. A， et al, Media Images and the Social Construction of Reality, (Annual Review of
Sociology, 1992).
14 Ophir, Y, Coverage of epidemics in American newspapers through the lens of the crisis and
emergency risk communication framework, (Health Security, 2018).
15 Galtung Jand Ruge, M. H, The structure of foreign news ,(Journal of Peace Research, 1965).
16 Angelo. P, Doing news framing analysis II: empirical and theoretical perspectives. (New York
Routledge, 2018).
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audience's minds. A country's national image is more manifested as a media image in

the hearts of citizens of other countries. They understand and refactor a nation

according to the media reports they receive, later forming an impression of the

country. The news media is a window into the vast world we don't have direct access

to, and it determines our perception of the world.

There is no academic paper on how China has been constructed from the

perspective of British media during COVID-19 so far, which made this research have

a certain degree of novelty in journalism and communication. In addition, the

conclusions of this study will help to answer since COVID-19 started, what changes

might happen to China's national image in the UK, and why. This research might be

helpful for Chinese authorities to take specific measures to improve its national image

and thus improve its losing relations with the UK.

1.2 Research questions and research methods

1.2.1 Research questions

This study conducts a news framing analysis of The Daily Telegraph and The

Guardian and intends to explore the following specific questions: How did The Daily

Telegraph and The Guardian frame their news coverage of Covid-19 issues in China?

What are the characteristics of the news framing that has been presented? What is the

difference between The Daily Telegraph and The Guardian's news framing in China's

Covid-19 coverage? What is the reason for the difference that appears in news

framing between The Daily Telegraph and The Guardian?

1.2.2 Research method

The research of this paper mainly adopts the methods of literary analysis, content

analysis, and comparative analysis.

The literature analysis method is to collect and organize relevant literature as

data, research these data, combined with the theoretical framing and other

methodology, and collect relevant data to establish a database/corpus. Literature

review & collection & analysis are mainly used in the preparation stage, such as the
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planning and design structure of the thesis. First, collect all news coverage on Covid-

19 in China in The Daily Telegraph and The Guardian via LexisNexis from the

beginning of 2020 till the end of 2021, and establish a corpus from this as the object

of my research. Also, gather relevant data from other platforms on the COVID-19

pandemic that supports my arguments with the most comprehensive data and

information. Second, to collect and study a wide range of academic articles, journals,

and books on news framing theory to support my understanding of these theories.

Content analysis is a research method that combines quantitative and qualitative

research, mainly to conduct an objective quantitative analysis and systematic analysis

of the content and its data. This method refers to a research technique of objective,

systematic analysis and quantitative description of the dissemination content with

clear characteristics. It has been widely adopted in social sciences, journalism, and

media & communication research. Using qualitative and quantitative research, I will

categorize, statistics, and analyze the corpus of news coverage from The Guardian and

The Daily Telegraph

Comparative research is a method of logical thinking to determine the similar

relationship between research objects. According to a certain standard, a comparative

study is carried out on the different manifestations of the research object in different

situations to find out the general law and its particular essence. In this research, the

use of the comparative analysis method will be run throughout the whole argument

and analysis part. I will compare the reports between The Guardian and The Daily

Telegraph on seven different coverage themes, including pandemic situation,

pandemic restriction & social control, early case number, virus origin, economic

impact, vaccination status, and some news editorial. The result will be compared and

analyzed to find out the reason.

1.2.3 News Framing Theory

The theory of news framing is essential in the media and communication field.

One of the communication theories that study the accurate representation of news

texts. Over the few decades, news framing theory has developed very fast. It has
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surpassed agenda-setting theory to become one of the most common theories in news

communication research. Many scholars have researched various aspects of framing

theory which made it widely used in the interdisciplinary field. The theoretical

assumptions of framing theory come from two aspects of research, psychological

analysis at the micro-level and sociological analysis at the macro-level17. Although

there are many disagreements about framing and how to study it, this has not stopped

scholars' enthusiasm for using framing theory to explain social phenomena. This

tendency is strongly evident in the field of journalism and media field.18

Psychological analysis at the micro-level first came from Gregory Bateson, who first

proposed the concept of "frame" in 1955 in his publication “A theory of play and

fantasy.”19

In terms of sociological analysis at the macro-level, the popularization of

framing theory and the development of its concept is mainly due to Erving Goffman.

In 1974, he published a milestone book names "Frame Analysis: An Essay on the

Organization of Experience." Within the book, he first introduced framing into

sociology and quickly applied it to journalism and communication. He defined

"framing" simply as the organization or individual selection of social events.20 He

emphasized that frame is essential evidence for people to convert social truth and

subjective thoughts. People integrate information and understand facts through frames.

In general, social events are scattered all over the place, and they do not connect or

belong to each other. Through symbolic transformation, they can become subjective

perceptions of meaning associated with and impacted individuals. This process of

transformation (or re-transformation) is the basis of the "framing." His core idea is

Frames are essential evidence for people to convert social truths into subjective

17 Pan, Z, and Kosicki, G, M, Framing analysis: An approach to news discourse, (Political
communication, 1993).
18 Bryant, J, and Miron. D, Theory and Research in Mass Communication, (Journal of
Communication,,2004).
19 Bateson. G, A theory of play and fantasy (Psychiatric research reports, 1955).
20 Goffman. E, Frame Analysis: An Essay on the Organization of Experience, (Harper Colophon
Books, 1974).
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thoughts. People use frames to integrate information and understand facts.

Todd Gitlin reviewed a fact that the media has consistently reported based on a

self-contained frame in his publication: “The whole world is watching: Mass media in

the making and unmaking of the new left.” This method of organizing content can be

called "framing" it includes at least two critical internal variables of selection and

reorganization. He believes that the mechanism of the framing is the combination of

select, emphasize and exclude. In a way, the news media express their views and

opinions on social events by selecting (or omitting) certain materials in social events.

His vivid metaphor is that the media is a moving spotlight rather than a mirror that

reflects society because "choice" is one of the tools they have been using the most.21

Under framing, journalists can quickly cover and regularly a large amount of

information in a timely manner and effectively convey it to their audience. He finally

found that the media released its publication under its own constructed frame. This

method of re-organizing information fragments can be called "framing," with at least

two critical built-in variables of selection and reorganization included. He concludes

that The media can express their views and opinions on social events by selecting (or

omitting) certain materials in social events.

According to Gitlin, In news practice, journalists will place certain materials in

such places as "Lead paragraph" or "front page" to demonstrate their importance, so-

called "emphasis" or "prominent." The media use this method to increase target

audiences' attention to some particular social events. In addition, journalists also often

use traditional news techniques (such as the inverted pyramid writing method) to

completely change the sequence of social events, thereby reconstructing the

development process of social events. Some social events can be distorted by the two

framing mechanisms of selection and reorganization (including emphasis) by the

media according to their stand ground.

William A. Gamson from Boston College is probably the most important

researcher of frame theory. He believes that the real world does not appear in the

21 Gitlin. Todd, The whole world is watching, (University of California Press, 2003).
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public eye in its original form but is structured22. In this process, the audience can

process the information according to their own experience and knowledge. He

roughly divided the definition of the framing into two categories: "One is the

boundary, such as window frame or camera lens, which defines the scope and

limitations according to target audience's understanding of social events, further

extends to the norms of social events. The other refers to the 'building frame' that the

target audience uses to explain social phenomena. The frame is the lens through

which people observe the world, and all the events included in this lens become part

of people's perception of the world. The target audience constructs their meanings

through frameworks to understand the causes and contexts of social events, which are

the basic principles and ideological foundations for the target audience to interpret

and construct meanings of social events. The former refers to the range of materials,

while the latter shows the structure of purpose and the core values held when

observing things. From Gamson's definition, the concept of news frame should also

be divided into two categories:

Conceptual framing refers to the central idea or main point of view presented

through the media, which can impact the target audience. The news under this framing

will be manifestations in static conditions, with "noun properties. " The process

framing refers to the process of the media's reconstruction of social events based on

mass subjective consciousness, new rules, and social environment. Specifically, it

relates to selecting and processing "Origin" information into "media" that eventually

influence the target audience's perception. The news under this framing will be

manifestations in dynamic conditions, with " verb properties."

"Origin" information refers to the primitive, essential information that

objectively exists but is unprocessed and scattered. "Media" information refers to the

information easily understood by the public after being interviewed and organized by

the media.

James W. Tankard addresses that in mass communication, "framing refers to the

22Gamson. W. et al Media images and the social construction of reality, (Annual review of sociology,
1992).
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filtering of news reports to choose to present the essence of social reality, that is, the

scope and nature of social fact framed by media reports.23 Therefore, the so-called

"news framing" means that in selecting news materials, journalists work like

photographers: when composing pictures, some materials that they consider necessary

will be regarded as the central part of the whole portrait frame. In contrast, other

materials they deem unimportant will be skipped, which might not remain in the

entire structure. They are ultimately based on these preset materials to highlight the

focus of the whole image to express and deliver their idea. When it came to the topics

chosen, journalists showed significant similarities with photographers or painters.

First, decide whether the material is worthy, then conduct interviews, collect

information, and produce the material they think is essential. During the content

procession, some materials can be subconsciously ignored.

Tankard believes that framing is the central idea of news content production and

further defines framing as the process of emphasis, exclusion, and refinement through

selection. He pointed out that the framing can be both "exclusive" and "inclusive."

Certain information or facts are included in the framing mechanism, while specific

details can be excluded at the same time. When journalists choose and frame their

stories, they construct a "social reality" for their target audience, especially when

events are unfamiliar to them and hard to testify to. In this way, the objective facts

present a simplification under the action of the framing; with a bit of its guidance, the

target audience tends to pay attention to a specific topic or one aspect of the particular

event while ignoring others. News framing is a cognitive tool used to encode,

interpret, and extract information. Therefore, from this perspective, the news can tell a

good story based on their perspective instead of delivering information.

Based on the views of the above scholars, Framing is defined differently in

different disciplines and contexts24, and Framing is often described as a "fractured

23 Tankard, James. W, Media frames: Approaches to conceptualization and measurement,(1991).
24 Cacciatore and Iyengar.S, The end of framing as we know it and the future of media effects, (Mass
Communication and Society, 2016).
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paradigm" core concept in communication research.25 News reporting becomes more

like telling stories with factual statements rather than just providing information to

people.26 The storytelling issue can be defined with a correlation with framing.27 From

the perspective of journalism, Framing is how journalists define an event or a

particular issue, allowing the news to guide their audience’s understanding.28 From

the perspective of an individual journalist, news framing refers to the use of selective

"objective reporting techniques" by constructing "news truth" under the influence of

various complex factors such as ideology or media company's interests, which in turn

might affect the target audience's understanding of the real world. Like photography,

the photographer can decide what scene to catch and which part of the content to

select through their lens. The journalist can also choose which facts to release or

ignore and what methods and ideas to hold while covering. There is a large amount of

previous research on how news media with varying political orientations structure

their content and impact audiences.29

From the perspective of media companies, news framing is the specific principle

for news media to process events' facts selectively. These principles come from their

position, editorial policy, and interest relations with news events. At the same time, it

is restricted by the special rules of news publication (such as the value and policies in

its location countries). These principles stipulate the basic attitude and essential

judgment of a media to news events. According to Entman R. M: "As a result, frames

are created when news organizations give prominence to an issue by choosing to

cover it and by highlighting “a particular problem definition, causal interpretation,

25 Entman, R.M. Framing: toward clarification of a fractured paradigm,（Journal of Communication，
1993).
26 Gamson, W. A， News as framing: Comments on Gardner，(Mercian Behavioral Scientist, 2015).
27 Cormick, C, What neuroscience tells about how we respond to narratives,(Journal of
Communication Science, 2019).
28 Afzal, N, and Harun, M. News framing of the Arab spring conflict from the Lens of newspaper
editorials, (International Journal of English Linguistics, 2020).
29 Zhang, Yiyan, and Briana Trifiro, Who Portrayed It as “The Chinese Virus”? (International Journal
of Communication, 2022).
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moral evaluation, and treatment recommendation."30 The way a news organization

reports an event matters because it affects the framing effect.31According to Elena, M:

"the way a story is framed will influence the perceptions of the public on that story.

Framing of international news stories creates recognized and legitimized frames that

are a fundamental part of the social construction of reality.”32

News events have a specific social complexity, influenced by national and

company interests and the use of selective "objective source" constructs as "new

reality." All factors will impact the target audience's understanding of the real world.

It is impossible and unnecessary for the news media to present all the details of an

event to their target audience in complete fact. As individual media content producers,

they can only choose to stand in the same line with the values and positions held by

the media organization. Therefore, from this perspective, the existence of a news

framing is inevitable.

30 Entman, R. M, Framing: Towards clarification of a fractured paradigm, (Journal of Communication.
1993).
31 Druckman, J. N. The implications of training effects for citizen competence, ( Political Behavior,
2001).
32 Elena, M. Framing international media in the face of social movements, ( Communication & Society,
2016).
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2.0 Research Design

2.1 Research objects

2.1.1 Research objects Chosen

The newspaper industry in the UK can generally be split into two distinct

categories. First is the broadsheets. The broadsheets provide serious and intellectual

content, sometimes known collectively as 'the quality press.' In general, the

broadsheets paper content has a bigger capacity, higher subscription price, rigorous

and extensive content involving political, economic, and international affairs, and

more extended Editorial with formal and standardized turns. The Guardian, The

Independent, The Times, The Daily Telegraph, and The Financial Times all belong to

this category. And second, generally known as tabloids. Tabloids are collectively

known as 'the popular press,' which have tended to focus more on celebrity and other

interest stories than political coverage or global news. Because of the need for

research work, we need to establish a database (Corpus), so we chose broadsheets as

the research object. The broadsheets in the UK mainly focus on domestic and global

news reports. The target audience has been positioned as the middle and upper classes

of society. Since the beginning of this century, the development of the internet and

social media has significantly impacted the newspaper industry. Still, the primary

British press maintains its influence by establishing online platforms to complete the

digital transformation. Boumans, J, and other researchers found that international

news agencies can set both the agenda of print news media and online news media.33

Among them, "The Guardian," The Daily Telegraph,” and "The Times" were

known as the most influential tier in the industry. The Times and The Daily Telegraph

are center-right wing newspapers, while The Guardian is the center-right wing. This

research chose to use The Daily Telegraph and The Guardian as the research subjects.

The research sources in this paper will be selected from the collection of past news

33 Boumans J et al, The impact of news agency content on print and online news. (Int. J. Commun,
2018).
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reports from two press on LexisNexis. LexisNexis is a corporation that runs data

analytics products and provides databases resource that is accessed through online

portals. The company maintains the world's largest electronic database of information

related to legal and public records. These services can be accessed through an online

portal with RUGs student account. I will search and download all reports on COVID-

19 in China from The Daily Telegraph and The Guardian from January 2020 to

December 2021 on LexisNexis and build a corpus of data based on it as the object of

research and analysis.

2.1.2 The Daily Telegraph

The Daily Telegraph, which refers to as The Telegraph, is a national daily

broadsheet newspaper located in London, owned by Telegraph Media Group, and

distributed across Britain and internationally both on paper and the internet. It can be

traced back to 1855, established by Arthur B. Sleigh as The Daily Telegraph &

Courier. The paper's motto, "Was, is and will be," was set on the Editorial pages in

1858. From April 2019 to March 2020, calculated by combined reach from its print

editions and website, The Daily Telegraph had an average monthly of nearly 23

million (22,957,000) individuals in Britain. Within the Telegraph family, The Daily

Telegraph had a wider reach considering both physical copies and digital access,

while The Sunday Telegraph had a reach of around 22.5 million.34

34Watson.A, Reach in the UK 2020 , (The Telegraph Newspaper , 2022)
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(Monthly reach of The Daily Telegraph and The Sunday Telegraph in the United
Kingdom from April 2019 to March 2020, by demographic group)35

According to Statista: “The readers of The Daily Telegraph and The Sunday

Telegraph were more likely to be women, with 12.1 million monthly female readers.”

Besides, approximately 16 million individuals audience of over age 35. Readership of

both Telegraphs proved to be more popular among the target audience of older adults

than younger adults.

In general, an award-winning multimedia news brand that has been synonymous

with highly praised in quality, authority, and credibility for the last 170 years, that’s

how people took an impression when mentioning The daily telegraph.

2.1.3The Guardian

The Guardian is a world-famous British daily newspaper once called Manchester

Guardian from 1821 until 1959. The Guardian, the Observer, and The Guardian

Weekly is part of The Guardian Media Group, which is owned by the Scott Trust. In

35 Ibidem
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1936, the trust was established to ensure financial and Editorial independence in

perpetuity and to safeguard its journalistic freedom and liberal values from

commercial or political interference.36 The trust supervises the profits are reinvested

in journalism instead of distributed to owners or shareholders. In September 2018, In

a research poll designed to interrogate the public's trust in newspapers online, The

Guardian scored highest for digital-content news, with 84% of readers agreeing that

they "trust what [they] see in it." 37

According to Publishers Audience Measurement Company (PAMCo): “The

Guardian is the most trusted newspaper in Britain as well as being the most read

quality news outlet, and the most popular quality news outlet among younger readers,

according to industry figures released on Monday.”38

(Guardian most trusted newspaper in Britain, says industry report)39

In general, The print edition of the newspaper is considered the most trusted in
the UK. Became the most read of the UK's quality news brands' (including digital
editions)

36 The Guardian, The Scott trust: Values and history, (Guardian, 2015).
37 Bold. B, The Guardian is the most trusted Online News brand ( Pamco reveals, 2019).
38Waterson, J, Guardian most trusted newspaper in Britain, says industry report, (Statista, 2018)
39 Ibidem
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(Monthly reach of The Guardian in the United Kingdom from April 2019 to March 2020, by demographic group)40

Same with The Daily Telegraph, The Guardian's audience is more likely to be

women, too (from April 2019 to March 2020, nearly 15 million monthly female

audiences in the UK). Readership of The Guardian proved to be more popular among

older generations than younger generations. Approximately 18.5 million audiences

access The guardian via hard copies o online with ages over 35 years old.

2.2 Research framing

2.2.1 Choice of research framings

Given the importance of news coverage on health-related issues, especially

infectious diseases, analyzing and understanding how these stories are framed is a

severe and critical issue. The media have a similar framing strategy at the event-

driven journalism level.41 The use of specific news framing during a public health

emergency can significantly impact society's understanding and response to the

40Watson, A, The guardian: Reach by demographic UK 2020. (Statista, 2022).
41 Anshori, et al, Comparative Framing: Media Strategy in Public Communication Policy, (KnE Social
Sciences, 2022).
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outbreak.42

While much research has been done in academia on framing international events

such as political conflicts, wars, or natural disasters, framing health issues like

infectious diseases or pandemics is less common. News coverage of infectious

diseases and pandemics is critical because media coverage can be essential in

constructing public health problems. Yotam Ophir’s research on the Italian media

coverage of Covid-19 had divided 35 themes that can be coherently clustered into

three framings.

1. Scientific framing includes death rolls, infection rates, specific outbreaks and

infections, and the biological feature of the virus.

2. Social framing includes business situation, global socioeconomic impacts, the

European Council impacts, Italian political parties and their conflict, and government

stimulus.

3. Pandemic and suppression framing, including quarantine, online education,

and the topics such as suspension of sporting events and online arts and cultural

events.43

Zhang, Yiyan, and Briana Trifiro's research on U.S. news coverage of Covid-19

and China starts with collecting reports on 27 American mainstream media. The

corpus contains 7,545 tweets and 19,747 news reports. A total of 30 frameworks can

be concluded in five major framings. The first political framing focuses on the news,

which defines the Covid-19 pandemic as an unnatural disaster. The second framing

focuses on the economic impact of Covid-19. The third framing highlights Chinese

citizens' living conditions during Covid-19. The fourth framing focuses on the effects

of China on other countries in the early stage. The fifth framing mainly covers public

health updates internationally, WHO announcements, death tolls and solutions, and

42 Shih, T. J, et al, News coverage of public health risk issues, (International Communication
Association, 2009).
43Ophir, Y. Emergency risk communication framework (Health Security, 2018).

https://www.tandfonline.com/author/Ophir%2C+Yotam
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herd immunity.44 Because of Covid-19's international and fast-spreading nature, news

agencies/press/media organizations have been the disease disseminating information's

primary driving force. Due to the novelty of Covid-19 as a topic, no concrete research

studies have yet been conducted to analyze the framing methods of news coverage of

this specific illness.45 The portrayal of China under the Covid-19 pandemic—stands at

the intersection between framing a foreign country and framing a public health issue

is a topic worth discussing.46According to Grimmer, J., & Stewart, B. M: "Even in the

presence of sufficient resources, human readers are better equipped for the close-

reading of specific texts, and not for identifying complex linguistic patterns across

large corpora.”47

This paper divides the framing according to the report's content and them.

Further analyzing the selected reports and specific information contained in the

research text on the situation related to the Covid-19 outbreak in China in order to

obtain the research result

2.2.2 Framing-specific classification

This paper selects a duration of two years, from January 1, 2020, to December 31,

2021, and uses "China," "COVID-19," and "coronavirus" as keywords to search for

all coverages from The Daily Telegraph and The Guardian via LexisNexis. I ended up

with 391 reports, 111 reports were non-compliant with my theme, and 280 fit with my

stander. One hundred eight reports are from The Daily Telegraph, and 172 reports are

from The Guardian.

The Guardian and The Daily Telegraph’s coverage can be divided into seven

different coverage themes, including pandemic situation, pandemic restriction &

social control, early case number, virus origin, economic impact, vaccination status,

and some news editorial. The result will be compared and analyzed to find out the

44 Zhang, Yiyan, and Briana Trifiro. . Who Portrayed It as “The Chinese Virus”? (International Journal
of Communication, 2022).
45 Page 92. Maria Ramirez Uribe Framing of Online News Coverage of the Coronavirus in the United
States Elon journal of undergraduate research in communications ( 2020 ).
46 Zhang, Yiyan, and Briana Trifiro. . Who Portrayed It as “The Chinese Virus”? (International Journal
of Communication, 2022)
47 Grimmer.J and Stewart.B. M, Text as data, (Political Analysis, 2013).
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reason. The foundation for the division of news topic selection framing: The reports

are divided into the same framing according to the topics that absorb press attention.

The establishment of each framing should meet the saturation requirement, which is

supported by a certain number of reports, In order to conduct a comprehensive study

of the information disclosed by the media and their attitudes on this issue. A certain

number of reports will demonstrate how serious the press considers this category,

even if it seems to be a critical issue. As long the press has no or only low coverage,

this will not be included in a dedicated framing treated as general framing content for

elaboration. Five of the seven framings are professional framings, and two are general

framings. All reports and special topics mainly related to Covid-19 restriction, Covid-

19 information authenticity, Covid-19 Origin, economic impact, and

Sinovac/Sinopharm vaccine reliability are classified into these five professional

framing to facilitate research and analysis.

There are also two general framings, one is an informative framing, and the other

is an editorial framing. For general coverage of Covid-19, those that cannot be

classified into the above five particular framings instead be put into the Covid-19

situation framing. The editorial on the Chinese government and Covid-19 will not be

included in the above five framings but be particularly put into the editorial framing.
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Framing table

number them Sub Framing

1 Framing
of
Covid
situation

the time of the outbreak
the location of the outbreak
Number of cases
Death toll
The pandemic impacts the local society
Citizen living conditions

2 Framing
of
Social
Control

traffic control
city control
Community control
Citizen control
Public opinion control
Control Mesure

3 Framing
of
early
case

Problems with early stats
Diagnostic criteria changes
The reason

4 Framing
of
Covid-19
Origin

The seafood market
The bats
The Wuhan laboratory
The biological weapons
The US laboratory

5 Framing
of
Vaccination

The efficiency of the Chinese vaccine
Vaccination in China
China's vaccine diplomacy strategy

6 Framing
of
Economical
Impact

The impact on local businesses
The impact on international businesses
The impact on the Chinese economy
The impact on global supply chains and the world
economy

7 Framing
of
Editorial

China's general reaction on covid-19
The efficiency of the Chinese Covid policy
Responsibilities of the Chinese Government
Human right during Covid-19 in China
International Influence and International Relations
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3.0 Overall situation of Covid-19 coverage of The Daily Telegraph

and The Guardian.

3.1 Number of reports

The amount of media coverage of a topic reflects the level of importance.

Continued coverage of a theme indicates that the topic's popularity is persistent. This

research is based on the LexisNexis database with the keywords of "China's COVID-

19" and "Pandemic." The sources were selected from January 2020 to the end of

December 2021 via "The Daily Telegraph" and "The Guardian," which ended up with

391 reports found, of which 327 were valuable articles. A total of 391 articles were

retrieved, of which 280 were valid and can be divided as follows.

The Daily Telegraph:108

The Guardian: 172

Through my statistics of the "Daily Telegraph" and "The Guardian" about the

COVID-19 reports within the past two years, I found that the number of news reports

on the topic of COVID-19 in China first appeared in January 2020 and showed a

substantial increase within next following months, it reaches its peak in February,

March, and April. Both presses had minimal coverage. The rates began to decrease in
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May and June, stabilized after July, and continued until December 2021.

3.2 The theme of reports

The topic is the headline of a news report. The values implied by the press

reporting on this topic can be seen and analyzed for the information's thematic

framing by the researcher. Thematic framing, according to Iyengar, S: “The framing

of news stories can influence such attributions of responsibility (Iyengar 1991)48;

episodic and thematic framing, in particular, have been shown to shift these perceived

responsibilities. The latter, thematic framing, has been defined as stories that place

“public issues in some more general or abstract context and takes the form of a ‘take

out,’ or ‘backgrounder,’ report directed at general outcomes or directions” (Iyengar

1991: 14).49 Covid-19 first occurred in Wuhan and gradually spread to the world two

months later, which end up with a two-year global public health crisis, What thematic

framing and content of the presentation have been made by The Daily Telegraph and

The Guardian's reports on Covid-19 in China? What parts of the content do the press

focus on or weaken when it comes to news coverage? These will affect the perception

of the audience. This chapter is measured from thematic framing, and the reports on

Covid-19 can be roughly sorted out by the following seven sectors: general coverage,

pandemic restriction status, Covid-19 origin, concealment of early cases, vaccination,

economic impacts, and editorial.
The Daily Telegraph

48 Iyengar, Shanto. Is anyone responsible?: How television frames political issues,(University of
Chicago Press, 1994).
49 Ibidem
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The Guardian

3.3 Reporting genre and format

The construction frame of news reporting tendency refers to the press's

standpoint, attitude, and disposition in reporting. It is an essential criterion for

measuring the objectivity of news. Whether it is implicit or explicit, it certainly has a

particular tendency during the process of news dissemination. This paper mainly

studies the textual framework of news, so it is primarily based on the choice of words,

sentences, rhetorical devices, and the nature of the facts. The tendency of news

reporting can be divided into three categories: positive, neutral, and negative.

Positive Tendencies:

The use of words in news reports is usually positive and mainly affirms and

praises the Chinese government's actions and measures during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Neutral Tendency:

The news reports should elaborate on facts. In reporting techniques, direct and

indirect quotations are combined. No apparent emotional tendency can be detected

and is seen chiefly in short messages.

Negative Tendencies:

These reports are primarily critical speech and question the whole thing, which

prefers derogatory tones in terms of vocabulary selection to express their dissatisfied

attitude and are more often seen in the editorial. In constructing news facts, media

reporters always convey the tendency of news in the formation of words and
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sentences to embody the attitude of the press. Attitude tendency refers to the primary

emotional tone(and political stands) reflected in the report.

The Daily Telegraph’s Attitude Tendency

The Guardian's Attitude Tendency

Statistics and sorting show that The Guardian's reports on Covid-19 in China are

mainly neutral. By contrast, The Daily Telegraph has more negative content than The

Guardian.
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4.0 The Daily Telegraph's Framing Analysis

4.1 Framing of Covid-19 Situation

The Daily Telegraph's coverage of the development of the Covid-19 pandemic in

China is relatively extensive. This paper studies the content and opinion of its

coverage in chronological order. Reports under this catalog are concentrated in early

2020, but there have been sporadic reports until the end of 2021.

On January 6, 2020, The New York Times reported that “Beijing is identifying a

new disease that has sickened 59 people as it tries to calm a nervous public.”50 This is

the first Western media coverage of the Covid-19 outbreak in China. The first report

in The Daily Telegraph about the Covid-19 outbreak in China was “WHO refuses to

rule out the human-to-human spread in China's mystery coronavirus outbreak” on

January 14, 2020.51 According to the post, this is the 7th coronavirus that has been

detected by humans.

Since January 21, the "Daily Telegraph" has paid close attention to the incidence

and prevalence of Covid-19 in China. With an average of one report per day, it has

become one of the most important international news content in The Daily Telegraph.

The daily telegraph quotes Prof Neil Ferguson from Imperial College London: " We

need to be concerned, and we need to understand it rapidly. Six deaths out of 300 is a

worrying proportion, making it really quite a severe respiratory infection."52 The daily

Telegraph expresses a high level of concern over the severity of Covid-19 through the

50 Wee, Sui-lee, and Vivian Wang, China Grapples with Mystery Pneumonia-like Illness,（The New
York Times, 2020).
51 Newey, Sarah, WHO Refuses to Rule out Human-to-Human Spread in China's Mystery Coronavirus
Outbreak, (The Daily Telegraph, January 14, 2020).
52 Nicola Smith,et al . US confirms the first case of deadly Chinese virus,(The Daily Telegraph, January
22, 2020 ).
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voice of experts.

On January 23, China's central government announced the total lockdown of

Wuhan. The first time in human history that a large city with tens of millions of

population has been closed due to a public health crisis course by an infectious

disease. This act attracted significant attention from major media around the world.

The daily telegraph reported that: “The Chinese authorities locked down the city of 11

million citizens.”53

The reporting rate of The Daily Telegraph coverage on the development of the

Covid-19 situation in China has declined. However, there were still sporadic reports

of some problems in Wuhan- the center of the Covid-19 pandemic in China. On April

9, the news of Wuhan's unblocking was reported with the headline: An extravagant

light paid tribute to medical workers, troops, and police officers involved in the

emergency response had marked the end of a 76-day lockdown in Wuhan.54

Since March, many Covid-19 infection cases began to appear in southern Europe,

especially Italy and Spain, and then spread on a large scale into the British isle. One

of the media features is reflected as chasing where public attention is. Once there are

other hot spots, the media's attention will immediately be shifted away. With the rapid

spread of the Covid-19 pandemic around the globe, every country has become a hot

spot for the pandemic in turn. Although the Covid-19 outbreak has been the main

focus of international media coverage in the following two years, China is no longer

the center of the flooring of the Covid-19 pandemic. The media's attention to the

development of the pandemic in China has gradually diminished. Now the discussion

point has shifted into economic impacts and tracing the virus's origin. Until the end of

2021, The Daily Telegraph has only sporadic coverage of the Covid-19 situation in

some cities in China, especially the capital city Beijing. And news of the rebound of

the pandemic situation and upcoming total lockdown in some cities and regions.

53 Nicola Smith and Sarah Newey, Coronavirus outbreak Chaotic scenes in hospitals. (The Daily
Telegraph, January 25, 2020 ).
54 Sophia Yan, Wuhan starts to lift lockdown, (The Daily Telegraph, April 9, 2020 ).
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4.2. Framing of Social Control and restriction

One of the most significant differences between China and the Western countries

in the fight against the Covid-19 pandemic is that China values ultimate social control

measures as an essential weapon and insists on the "dynamic clearing policy." Once a

pandemic occurs in an area, the central government will immediately block the entire

community and further the whole city, even the province, if necessary. This

controversial method of the total blockade is ultimately considered adequate and wise

by the Chinese themselves. The framing of The Daily Telegraph's social control

measures mainly focuses on several issues. What social control measures has China

taken? Might those social control measures, including public opinion control, have

violated human rights? What's the effect of these social control measures in actual

practice?

The Daily Telegraph's Social Control and restriction Table

The Daily Telegraph questions China's ultimate control measures three days after

Wuhan's total lockdown. They describe the situation as “corralling more than a

40million people” and emphasize that: highlighted concerns about human rights and

civil liberties.”55After a week, they released a new coverage and described the city of

Wuhan as a ghost town full of fear. The daily telegraph interviewed a member from

NGO Human rights watch: “The health experts capable of sending out a warning of

coronavirus have been detained or suspended "56 because of “The silencing of critics

by an authoritarian regime that not only hides the truth from its population but often

creates a culture of fear that stifles the flow of bad news.” 57

55 Ibidem
56 Ibidem
57 Ellie Zolfagharifard and James Cook, Facial recognition technology puts new complexion on
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With China's strict control measures, the control of the Covid-19 pandemic has

shown noticeable results, which The Daily Telegraph also responds with a positive

evaluation. On the 9th of march, The daily telegraph started its post with praise on The

Chinese aggressive quarantine strategy that slowed the spreading trend of the Virus. It

also reposted a post from the New York Times: "I think they did an amazing job of

knocking the virus down," Michael T. Osterholm, Even the highly controversial facial

recognition technology, which might involve human rights violations, has received

praise. Facial recognition technology brings a new face to the fight against panic

buying.58

A year later, The Daily Telegraph published an editorial: China won the first half

of the Covid Cold War decisively. It executed lockdowns with immaculate precision.

Having nearly enough eliminated Covid within its own borders, it fired up its

industrial engines to meet soaring demand for Chinese goods.”59

Among the various cases of Covid-19 in China, The Daily Telegraph pays

special attention to China's Covid-19 restrictions. The Daily Telegraph objected to the

earlier uncharitable and indiscriminate lockdown, arguing that it was partly a violation

of human and civil rights. After China's central government managed to control the

spreading of Covid-19 through almost ultimate control methods, The Daily Telegraph

quoted the discourse of experts to give a positive evaluation. But does not recognize

the sustainability of processing such measures: “The country is stuck in an

unsustainable zero Covid trap, only able to maintain an upper hand over the virus by

closing its borders to almost all foreigners and limiting domestic travel. Beijing could

be left behind within months, as rival countries reach herd immunity and reopen for

global business.”60

58 Sherelle Jacobs, Its lockdown 'success' pushed the West into an existential crisis, (The Daily
Telegraph, April 13 2021).
59 Sherelle Jacobs, Its lockdown 'success' pushed the West into an existential crisis, (The Daily
Telegraph, April 13 2021).
60 Investigations Team, Why is the WHO heaping praise on China despite its outbreak record? (The
Daily Telegraph, April 4 2020 ).
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4.3 Framing of Covid-19 Early Case

The Daily Telegraph has nine articles accusing China of untrue cases announced

in the early stages of the outbreak, arguing that the Chinese government has concealed

behavior in the case report. These reports were mainly published in April 2020, that's

when China brought the outbreak to a manageable level, but the virus has begun to

spread widely around the world. While the world was panicking about the Covid-19

pandemic, media such as The daily telegraph media revealed a scene of anger,

believing that China was responsible for the virus's spreading due to its act of

concealment of early Covid-19 cases.

The Daily Telegraph’s Covid-19 Early Case Table

The Investigations Team from The daily telegraph mentioned that: “Chinese

authorities have changed the way they count coronavirus cases no fewer than eight

times since the outbreak began.”61After two weeks, Sophia Yan, a reporter from The

daily telegraph, claimed that “US intelligence officials have concluded that China

concealed the extent of the outbreak and under-reported the infection and death

count.”62

When time moves to the 20th of February 2020. The daily telegraph coverage

that “authorities had reported roughly 55,000 cases. But according to modeling

published in The Lancet, there could have been as many as 232,000 had a broader

case definition been applied from the start of the epidemic.”63

61 Sophia Yan, China denies cover-up as it raises the death toll in Wuhan by half. ( The Daily
Telegraph , April 18 2020)
62 Sarah Newey , China's first wave may have been four times worse than claimed, (The Daily
Telegraph ,April 24 2020 ).
63 Camilla Tominey et al , Satellite images cast doubt on China's account of coronavirus, (The Daily
Telegraph , June 9 2020)
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The daily telegraph also found in 2019 that searches for "cough" and"diarrhea"

(the symptom related to Covid-19) from the Wuhan region spiked last autumn on

Baidu-a Chinese search engine.64 The daily telegraph argued though an expert, that

the number of cars parked at a hospital could indicate how busy the hospital was at a

certain point in time. Therefore, a car park that is considerably busier than one year

before suggests illness within the zone could rise. 65

The early cases number of Covid-19 in China are inaccurate has been a well-

known fact, But The Daily Telegraph's coverage of early cases of Covid-19 in China

is rarely cited from the views of authority experts and scholars but is often based on

speculation. For example, it is a bit far-fetched to link the occupation situation of the

hospital carpark with the increasing speed of disease as an argument to publish.

4.4 Framing of Covid-19’s Origin

As framing content, the largest number of reports of the 108 reports from The

Daily Telegraph on China's Covid-19 situation, accounting for 25% of the total

number, 28 reports focused on tracing Covid-19 origin. From a timing perspective,

from the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic in January 2020 to the present, this topic

has been the core focus of reports related to China. Topics that explore the origins of

the pandemic are very important and have high reports value. The origin of Covid-19

has constantly been changing, and focusing on this topic will attract a constant stream

of new information and new opinion, which will attract readers’ attention.

The Daily Telegraph’s Covid-19’s Origin Table

These are only the most discussed theory, and this content is constantly changing

64 Ibidem
65Nicola Smith and Sarah Newey, China's rulers facing questions after reports of killer virus suppress
ed, (The Daily Telegraph ,January 25 2020)
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among people. In the beginning, Media around the world believed that the virus

originated from pangolins and bats sold in Huanan Seafood Market, a wet market

located in the center of Wuhan. The daily telegraph mention that: “Epidemiologists

are not yet in full agreement about the precise animal culprit for the coronavirus

sweeping through China and beyond. But there is no doubt the outbreak originated

from a local "wet" market selling dead and live poultry, pigs, camels, and reptiles.”66

The Daily Telegraph pointed out that: “If wet markets are such a threat to public

health, why not ban them?”67 The Daily Telegraph quoted a report from China's

Xinhua News Agency: “Scientists found the genome sequences of viruses on

pangolins to be 99 percent identical to those on coronavirus patients.”68 This opinion

holds that Covid-19 shares huge similarities in origin with the SARS virus in 2003, as

they both belong to the Coronavirus category.

On May 2, 2020, there was a major reversal in the discussion of the virus origin,

and the second inference became popular: the source of Covid-19 was leaking from

the Wuhan virus laboratory. The Daily Telegraph cites accusations by US President

Donald Trump: The Wuhan laboratory was still accused of causing the pandemic.

Even tho the theory that Covid-19 was artificial or genetically modified has been

ruled out, academia is still investigating whether it might be an “experiment subject

escapes accident."69 The Daily Telegraph believes that the Chinese government is

“trying to make sure the real story behind the outbreak never sees the light of day.”70

Confidential information has always been the soil of conspiracy, and so does this

time. A social survey cited by The Daily Telegraph reviews that: “MORE than four

out of 10 people believe to some extent that China created coronavirus as a

bioweapon to control the West, research on conspiracy theories has suggested.”71 A

66 Ibidem
67 Our Foreign Staff , Illegally hunted pangolin could have spread coronavirus, (The Daily Telegraph ,
February 8 2020)
68 Con Coughlin ,Trump is right about the compromised WHO,( The Daily Telegraph ,May 2 2020)
69 Ibidem
70 Jessica Carpani, Four in 10 believe China may have created virus to attack the West ,(The Daily
Telegraph , May 22 2020)
71 Paul Nuki and Sarah Newey, Covid-19 leak from lab unlikely, says WHO, (The Daily
Telegraph ,March 30 2021).
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year later, WHO experts conducted an investigation and later claimed that: “extremely

unlikely to be a laboratory accident,”72 The Daily Telegraph coverage that: "The joint

team's assessment of the likelihood of each possible pathway was as follows," the

report reads “introduction through cold food chain products is considered a possible

pathway; introduction through a laboratory incident was considered to be an

extremely unlikely pathway."73 The origin of the virus will not be conclusive, as the

World Health Organization investigation claims. The Daily Telegraph claims, “Wuhan

scientists had created a highly infectious chimeric virus which targeted the human

upper respiratory tract.”74 “Now scientists are increasing of the view that the virus

may well have come from the lab.”75

The daily telegraph released a publication on August 13, 2021said that: “A

Chinese scientist may have started the pandemic after being infected with Covid-19

while collecting bat samples, the head of the World Health Organization’s inquiry into

the virus has said.”76 Dr. Lentzos told The Telegraph. "What is on the table is that this

could be an accident in the course of regular scientific research.”77 The Daily

Telegraph's discourse seems objective and often cited by professionals, but it

intentionally delivers information related to lab-leaked inferences.

In response to the accusations by the western countries, the Chinese government

proposed its own opinion on Covid-19' origin: “CHINA'S ambassador to the United

Nations has formally written to the World Health Organization requesting that it

investigate the possibility the Covid-19 pandemic was caused by a leak from a top-

secret American laboratory.”78 On the origin of covid-19, the mutual accusations

between China and the United States have deviated from the track of scientific

research into diplomatic conflict. The nature of virus origin has gradually shifted from

72 Ibidem
73 Sarah Knapton, Idea that virus escaped from lab may not be conspiracy, (The Daily Telegraph , May
28 2021).
74 Andrew Marr's ,China must open its labs to scrutiny,( The Daily Telegraph ,May 31 2021).
75 Sarah Newey. China shuns WHO's plan for more lab studies,(The Daily Telegraph , July 23 2021)
76 Sarah Newey. China shuns WHO's plan for more lab studies,(The Daily Telegraph , July 23 2021).
77 Sarah Knapton and Lucy Fisher, WHO official points finger at Wuhan lab ,(The Daily
Telegraph ,August 13 2021)
78 Ibidem
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a scientific question to a political matter. Two years after the outbreak of Covid-19

and left, the origin of the virus hovered in the mist. The dispute over the virus's origin

has been politicized and extended as a too leave the truth nowhere to be found. It can

be seen from The Daily Telegraph coverage that the opinions on the virus's origin

have constantly been changing situation. They generally prefer the inference of

laboratory leakage and spread this point of view to their target audiences.

4.5 Framing of Vaccine

The Daily Telegraph has only six coverage on China's coronavirus vaccine,

mostly published between April and July 2021. Since the later summer of 2020, the

China government has implemented a dynamic zero-clearing policy79-a controversial

policy that suppresses the large-scale outbreak within the nation. The lesser cases

made China no longer stand in the center of the spotlight while the discussion about

the development of the Covid-19 episode went on. Apart from the debate about the

virus origin during this period, the vaccine situation was another focus of the news

coverage. The framing of news coverage on the vaccine mainly focuses on the

effectiveness of China's vaccines. In addition, It also discusses the situation of China's

"vaccine diplomacy tactic" and the domestic vaccination situation in China.

The Daily Telegraph’s Vaccination Table

The Daily Telegraph's first report on China's vaccine is about: “CHINA made a

surprise appearance at an international coronavirus summit yesterday attended by

79 Burki. T, Dynamic zero COVID policy in the fight against COVID, (The Lancet. Respiratory
Medicine , 2022)
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leaders from more than 40 governments”.80 “The conference led to countries and

global health organizations committing more than (EURO)7.4billion (£6.5billion) to

develop vaccines, treatments, and diagnostics to fight Covid-19.”81 In The Daily

Telegraph report, the target audience can learn that China and other countries

worldwide together developing the Covid-19 vaccine with promising: “Nations also

pledged to share their endeavors equitably across the world.”82 The Daily Telegraph’s

second report on China’s vaccines began in April 2021. The first batch of Chinese

vaccines was officially produced in July 2020 and began conducting vaccination

campaigns by exporting them to countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. The

Daily Telegraph published a report on 12 April 2021: “A Covid-19 vaccine developed

by China's Sinovac had an efficacy rate of slightly above 50 percent in Brazilian

clinical trials.”83 In this report, The Daily Telegraph argues that Chinese vaccines lag

behind other companies when it comes to comparing with Pfizer and Modena in

efficacy. Still, they do require less stringent temperature controls during storage and

transport.84 This report objectively evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of

Chinese-made vaccines.

To further prevent the spread of Covid-19 in some cities within China. China has

vaccinated 100 million population within nine days. Because it dramatically scaled up

vaccinations in the facing of small outbreaks of Covid-19 infections.85 Although

population vaccination rates are still lower than in the UK, The Daily Telegraph still

marvels at China's rapid vaccination rate. These figures mean that around 30% of the

population in China has been vaccinated with at least one dose (compared to 70% in

the UK). The Daily Telegraph mentions that to its reader, “China said it estimates 70

80 Sarah Newey, China tells global conference; Coronavirus, (The Daily Telegraph, February 25 2020).
81 Ibidem
82 Ibidem
83 Our Foreign Staff , China may mix different vaccines to 'optimise' them, (The Daily
Telegraph ,April12 2021).
84 Ibidem
85 Wendy Tang, China inoculates 100m in nine days after mini outbreak, (The Daily Telegraph ,May
20 2021).
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to 80 percent will be fully inoculated by early next year.”86

Though the Coronavirus Omicron variant enters the stage, China's inactivated

vaccine defects are starting to come. The Telegraph believes that in the preventing

infection trials, the Chinese adopt technology has been proved to be less effective than

other vaccines, especially with the mRNA vaccine. “SOUTH-EAST Asia is reducing

its reliance on Chinese vaccines, amid concerns about their efficacy as the Indian

variant spreads through the region.”87 As Omicron spreads, the effectiveness and

reliability of the Chinese vaccine have been challenged in Southeast Asia. But The

Daily Telegraph was still surprised at China's vaccination efficiency within the nation-

100 million vaccination within nine days. The Daily Telegraph's coverage of China's

Covid-19 vaccine situation is comprehensive and objective. Through their data, The

Daily Telegraph accurately conveys to its target audience the actual situation.

4.6 Framing of the Economic Impacts

Twenty-two were economic-themed out of the 110 coverage of Covid-19 in

China from The Daily Telegraph. Among the seven news structure framing, the

economic theme occupies the second place in the total counts, which is second only to

30 articles about the virus origin. It can be seen that The Daily Telegraph is very

concerned about the economic impact that comes with the pandemic in China as it’s

the second-largest country in the global economy, the largest industrial producer, and

the second-largest trading partner of the European Union. The Daily Telegraph has

focused on the impact of Covid-19 on the stock market and the Chinese economy,

further the impact on the global supply chain and the global economy.

The Daily Telegraph’s Economic Impacts Table

86 Ibidem
87 Nicola Smith, Doubts raised over Chinese vaccines in south-east Asia, (The Daily Telegraph,
February 25 2021).
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On the day Wuhan was locked down, The Daily Telegraph coverage that global

stock markets reacted strongly to the virus outbreak: "Fears of a new coronavirus in

China spooked traders yesterday, causing global stocks to pull back after authorities

confirmed the illness can spread through human contact."88 Early evaluations from

The Daily Telegraph appeared to be more optimistic, they quote from The Economist

Intelligence Unit: “If the outbreak was on the same scale of Sars, it would knock

around one percentage point off Chinese growth, according to estimates.”89Also, their

quote from S&P: “The consumption contributed 3.5 percentage points to Chinese

growth of 6.1pc in 2019. If spending fell by 10pc, around 1.2 percentage points would

be wiped off the country's growth.”90 The impact may be magnified due to the size of

the Chinese economic occupation in the world financial system. The Daily Telegraph

finished the report with AXA Group chief economist-Gilles Moec's words: "The

sensitivity of the world economy to China is much bigger now. You have to multiply

this by nearly three.”91 However, Covid-19's unimaginable destruction later proves

that this is a black swan event that exceeds all expectations. Economists express

around the world greater concern as the virus spreads across the seven seas. Believes

that "world economic growth will decline sharply as China stunned"; economists

warn that the "global economy faces a sharp slowdown as coronavirus completely

shrinks China and international trade comes to a break." UBS analysts also mention,

"A slowdown in Chinese growth of this magnitude would push much of the world

economy into the recession danger zone."92

88 Latoya Harding, China virus fears clip airlines' wings,(The Daily Telegraph ,January, 22 2020).
89 Tom Rees, Coronavirus might tip slowdown into a slump,(The Daily Telegraph ,January 28 2020).
90 Ibidm
91 Tom Rees, Coronavirus might tip slowdown into a slump,( The Daily Telegraph ,January 28 2020).
92 Ambrose Evans-Pritchard， China's trade shock gathers steam and risks contagion，（The Daily
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The Daily Telegraph used words from Larry Kudlow, the White House chief

economic adviser, on 5th February 2020: “the coronavirus crisis would have only a

"minimal impact on supply chains, not a catastrophe" he added that some shortages

were likely.”93 After The Daily Telegraph even thought it was an opportunity for US

President Donald Trump: “So, coronavirus has done something that Donald Trump

failed to do with his trade policy - smash supply chains in China.”94 Most economists

do not have enough predictions about the large-scale spread of the pandemic around

the world, nor do they have enough understanding of the importance of China in the

global supply chain. But there are also people who see the seriousness of the problem,

such as Mark Carney, the Bank of England Governor has also already warned the

British government to brace for an upcoming economic hit.95 With China's strict

control over the spread route of Covid-19, many businesses have begun to resume

their production under the promotion of the Chinese government. The speed of

China's economic recovery seems to exceed the original prediction of Western media,

which they discovered from a very special angle. The first sentence of The daily

telegraph phrase in their report on 5 March 2020: “CHINA's coronavirus-hit economy

is showing fresh signs of life as pollution, air travel, and traffic start to return to pre-

outbreak levels.”96

Since April 2020, while China initially controlled Covid-19 at home, European

countries have been deeply immersed in the crisis of the first wave. Preliminary data

suggest a rapid rebound in Chinese industrial production has taken place, and “The

most immediately apparent is that the Chinese economy looks likely to recover more

Telegraph ,February 8 2020),
93 Paul Nuki,et al, Virus may land shattering blow on economy ,(The Daily Telegraph ,February 5

2020).
94 Garry white, Big winner from coronavirus will be Donald Trump,(The Daily Telegraph, February
14 2020).
95 Sophia Yan, How will its economy get back on the road,(The Daily Telegraph, March 3 2020).k
96 Tom Rees and Alan Tovey, Pollution levels in China climb as economy regains pace,( The Daily
Telegraph March 5 2020).
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rapidly than that of any nation in the West.”97 The world's second-largest economy

has recovered rapidly from the Covid-19 crisis, with an annual growth rate of 18.3%

in the first quarter of 2021. 98 With the virus under complete control at home, the

Chinese economy has recovered. The Daily Telegraph published the headline "China

dares to begin looking beyond Covid; First into lockdown and first out of it, the Asian

powerhouse is turning its gaze to the future" on October 20, 2020, half a year later.99

In the coverage of “Britain can ill afford to turn its back on China,” The Daily

Telegraph: “These are dangerous times for the global system. Yes, the UK must learn

lessons about supply chain security. But to disengage with China just because

globalization has failed to turn that ancient nation into a liberal democracy would be

folly.”100 Many of the analysis ignores the benefits of China's rise in the UK: cheaper

goods for British consumers and vast new markets for British companies.101 They

concluded the coverage with: “'After the pandemic subsides, and this crisis is over,

China will matter more than ever for the future of our planet'”102 This is a very

accurate analysis of Sino-British relations from a clear stand ground of British

interests. The economic topic related to China's Covid-19 pandemic is not only an

issue for China but also an issue for the UK and the rest of the world.

4.7 Framing of the Editorial

The Daily Telegraph has 15 editorials on China's Covid-19 pandemic, most

published in the first half of 2020 when Covid-19 was spreading across the nation.

The editorial from The Daily Telegraph mainly focuses on several aspects. First, it

criticizes the early concealment of truth in Wuhan city by the Chinese government,

which led to the total outbreak of the pandemic. Second, Agree with the early strong

97 William Hague , China is emerging from coronavirus as an even more powerful opponent,(The
Daily Telegraph April 7 2020).
98 William Hague , China is emerging from coronavirus as an even more powerful opponent,(The
Daily Telegraph April 7 2020).
99 SophiaYan , China dares to begin looking beyond Covid ,(The Daily Telegraph, October 20 2020).
100 Haroon Siddique et al, Britain can ill afford to turn its back on China, (The Daily
Telegraph ,January 23 2020).
101 Ibidem
102 Ibidem
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control measures and restrictions, such as the complete lockdown of Wuhan, believing

that it will help control the spread of the pandemic to the world. Third, the reflection

on the virus brought disaster to the world but might also create an opportunity for the

Chinese government. Fourth, Warn the Western society to pay extra attention to the

Chinese threat and quickly change its diplomatic relationship with China.

The Daily Telegraph’s Editorial Table

The Daily Telegraph published a report with the headline:” To judge by the

Chinese authorities' inept handling of the coronavirus outbreak, Beijing may well

need to put its plans for world domination on hold.”103 After that, on February 21,

2020, the day whether n lockdown in Wuhan took place, The Daily Telegraph released

another report with the headline: "Coronavirus crisis could be China's Chernobyl; The

Communist Party's handling of the outbreak raises serious questions over its ability to

govern." Comparing Beijing's with Covid-19 with the USSR and the Chornobyl

disaster and arguing that "Beijing's handling of the coronavirus has made it an

international joke" and citing an article by Xu Zhangrun, a prominent university law

professor in China, who described the outbreak as a "national disaster." and the

coronavirus “revealed the rotten core of Chinese governance.” In contrast, The Daily

Telegraph also quoted Chinese President Xi Jinping as acknowledging the Covid-19

pandemic in China has been "a major test of China's system and capacity for

governance"104 The Daily Telegraph recognized the severity of the crisis as soon as

the Covid-19 pandemic began and attributed the outbreak and chaos to China's

103 Con Coughlin, the Chinese authorities' inept handling of the coronavirus outbreak , (The Daily
Telegraph ,February 12 2020).
104 Con Coughlin , Coronavirus crisis could be China's Chernobyl, (The Daily Telegraph, February
12 2020).
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political and governance structure. Surprisingly, The Daily Telegraph praised China's

strict controls in a post published after a few days. On Thursday, April 2, 2020, The

Daily Telegraph reported that “The director-general of WHO Tedros hailed the speed

and scale of China's response to Covid-19 and said its government showed solid

political resolve by timely, effective measures, and those other countries should learn

from China's experience.”105

A month after the Covid-19 outbreak, The Daily Telegraph reported with the

headline “China's propaganda recasts role in outbreak to Good Samaritan; Virus

response” and accused the Chinese government of being slow in its initial response to

the outbreak. The University of Southampton found that 95 percent of infections can

be prevented if the Chinese government had acted a third week earlier. Director of the

University of London SOAS China Institute Steve Tsang said: "It is the coverup of the

CCP for the first two months or so, which created conditions to generate a global

pandemic."106

The Daily Telegraph publishes an editorial from Con Coughlin with the title

“China must now be treated as a hostile state. Gullible politicians need to ditch their

laissez-faire attitude to Beijing in light of this unparalleled crisis” within this editorial,

the author claim that: “At every level, the CCP's response to the coronavirus

challenge has been contemptible, to the extent that, once the crisis is over, there needs

to be a radical rethink in Britain and other Western countries about our future dealings

with Beijing.”107

While the Covid-19 pandemic was brought under control in China and society is

trying to recover, the pandemic to spread worldwide. The Daily Telegraph featured in

a report on April 7, 2020, Tuesday with putting “The greatest irony of the coronavirus

crisis is that it shows every sign of working to China's geopolitical advantage. Six

months from now, the country where the virus was born and that initially suppressed

105 The Daily Telegraph , Learning from China; Letters to the Editor , (The Daily Telegraph ,April 2

2020).
106 Con Coughlin ,China must now be treated as a hostile state , (The Daily Telegraph ,April 1 2020)
107 Con Coughlin ,China must now be treated as a hostile state , (The Daily Telegraph ,April 1 2020)
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the news of it has every chance of being more powerful.”108 to the first paragraph.

They expressed severe dissatisfaction that the Covid-19 pandemic has had a

significant negative impact on Europe's society and social order while China can stay

out of and may also benefit from it.

Nick Timothy, a The Daily Telegraph editor pus “As a ruthless Chinese regime

flexes its muscles, the West must stand up,” as a shocking headline on May 25, 2020:

The authors point out that the Chinese government has failed on the responsibility of

its role during the pandemic but instead focusing take advantage of the geopolitical

opportunities when the world was battling with the virus, China has refused to support

international investigations into the virus's origins and directed its diplomats and

state-controlled media companies to launch a relentless disinformation campaign. It

will abuse international law and norms until they reach its goals. This made it cannot

be trusted and dangerous to the world. So then, we must change our attitude toward

China quickly. 109

The Daily Telegraph's editorial on China's Covid-19 has mostly been negative.

They questioned the motives of China for almost everything (even Beijing providing

the EU with 50,000 PCR test kits.) The Daily Telegraph has criticized almost every

Covid-19 restriction in China. This distrust is ultimately due to China's political

system flaws. They believe that Covid-19 has turned a crisis into an opportunity for

China from a geopolitical perspective. They remind the British government and

Western society to re-emphasize the threat of China and best to change the diplomatic

relationship immediately.

108 William Hague , China is emerging from coronavirus as an even more powerful opponent ,( The
Daily Telegraph ,April 7 2020).
109 Nick Timothy ,As a ruthless Chinese regime flexes its muscles, the West must stand up , (The Daily
Telegraph , May 25 2020).
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5.0 The Guardiance's Framing Analysis

5.1 Framing of Covid-19 Situation

The Guardian paid great attention and carried out extensive reporting since the

outbreak of Covid-19 in China: a total of 82 coverage. During the 40 days from

January 18, 2020, to February 26, 2020, there were a total of 59 reports. The

frequency of reporting indicates The Guardian's concern about the Covid-19 outbreak

in China. The Guardian's reports on the Covid-19 pandemic are mainly in the form of

short messages which focus on timeliness. By delivering the news in time, they can

attract readers' continuous attention to their future updates. The news reports on the

pandemic development framing mainly report on various aspects of the development

and changes of Covid-19 in China, covering an extensive range.

The Guardian’s Covid-19 Situation Table

Since the New York Times published the first report from Western media on the

Covid-19 outbreak in China on January 6, The Guardian followed and published its

first Covid-19 relative news report on January 9, 2020, with the headline “China's

Sars-like illness worries health experts.” Reports say an outbreak of viral pneumonia

in China has struck 59 people, and scientists have discovered it may have been caused

by an unknown type of coronavirus. The viral pneumonia outbreak in China may have

crossed species barriers and sparked global fears of a pandemic. The paper mentioned

that experts warned the world was "completely unprepared" for a possible future

pandemic. Review this from 2022; its prediction was very accurate.110

On January 14, The Guardian quoted WHO in a post that China has shared

110 Sarah Boseley , China's SARS-like Illness Worries Health Experts, (The Daily Telegraph ,Jan 9

2020).

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/sarahboseley
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genetic sequencing of the unknown disease while Chinese authorities claim there is

currently "no evidence of human-to-human transmission."111 When the time reached

January, 23-the day of the Wuhan total lockdown, The Guardian immediately released

a detailed report: the Wuhan government banned all transportation mobility on traffic

routes in the city and stopped the operation of the whole bus system and the metro

system. The airport and train station are closed indefinitely, and their domestic and

international services are on hold. The Guardian published six reports within just one

day, just like what’s on one of those reports: “A sense of panic has spread in Wuhan as

the Chinese city of 11 million people was put on lockdown in an attempt to quarantine

a deadly virus believed to have originated there.”112 The whole world is watching.

The Guardian reprinted from Associated Press that Chinese President Xi

Jinping's call for strict measures to contain the outbreak: “Party committees,

governments, and relevant departments at all levels should put people’s lives and

health first.”113 The Guardian also quoted Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus’s speech

in a global health emergency meeting: “What they are doing is a very, very strong

measure and with full commitment; we stressed to them that by having a strong action,

not only they will control the outbreak in their country, but they will also minimize

the chances of this outbreak Spreading internationally.”114

On the day Wuhan locked down, The Guardian released five new coverages

about the closure situation and the spread of the virus, those reports reflecting The

Guardian’s great attention on this topic. At the same time, he quoted the speeches of

the Chinese President and the Head of WHO, which side proved its objective position.

On February 4, 2020, The Guardian reported that the first Covid-19 patient arrived at

111 Lily Kuo and Emma Graham-Harrison , Case of Mystery Sars-like Illness Found Outside China
for First Time,( The Guardian ,Jan 14 2020).
112 Lily Kuo,Coronavirus: Panic and Anger in Wuhan as China Orders City into Lockdown,(The
guardian , Jan 23 2020).
113 Associated Press Coronavirus: Airports around the World Carry out Screening,(The Guardian, 21
Jan 2020 )
114 Lily Kuo, Coronavirus: China Bars 11m Residents from Leaving City at Centre of Outbreak,( The
guardian，23 Jan 2020)

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/lily-kuo
https://www.theguardian.com/profile/emma-graham-harrison
https://www.theguardian.com/profile/lily-kuo
https://www.theguardian.com/profile/lily-kuo
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a field hospital which has been built from scratch within two weeks while the city was

a full-blown panic and threatened by disease.115

The Guardian’s harsh criticism of the death of Doctor Li Wenliang, known as the

"bell ringer" or "whistleblower" of covid-19 as: “Earlier reports of Li’s death had

triggered an outpouring of grief and anger on Chinese social media, with many hailing

his decision to speak out over the virus despite the risks of doing so in his

authoritarian country.”116 This message told the world that Dr. Li's death sparked

outrage, grief, and demands for freedom of speech among ordinary Chinese. The

report also paraphrased the interview between New York Times and Doctor Li before

he passed away: “If the officials had disclosed information about the epidemic earlier,

I think it would have been a lot better. There should be more openness and

transparency,”117 The controversial Covid-19 restriction adopted by the Chinese

government has indeed played a positive role in preventing the spread of the

pandemic; of course, the act was built on a costly lockdown; The Guardian also

mentioned that some state leaders and the media agree by reprinted a Reuters report

saying that Donald Trump praised China’s handling of the pandemic, “I think they

handled it professionally and competent."118 But The Guardian also helps some

experts to express their concern: The coronavirus outbreak could spread over two-

thirds of the world's population.119

On the 10th of march, The Guardian covered the news that Xi Jinping was

visiting Wuhan for the first time since the beginning of Covid-19. This marks Wuhan,

the epicenter of China's coronavirus outbreak, which has begun easing a two-month

115 Agence France-Presse ,New 1,000-Bed Wuhan Hospital Takes Its First Coronavirus Patients ,( The
Guardian ,Feb 4 2020）.
116 Emma Graham and Harrison , Doctor Who Blew Whistle over Coronavirus Has Died ,(The
Guardian . February 25 2020).
117 Ibidem
118 Jessica Murray et al , WHO scrambling to get details of new cases - as it happened, ( The Guardian
February, 13 2020).
119 Warren Murray , Tuesday briefing: Two-thirds of people might catch coronavirus - expert ,(The
Guardian , February 11 2020).

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/emma-graham-harrison
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lockdown on citizens.120 The end of the Wuhan lockdown marks the first wave of the

pandemic in China that has come to a temporary end. At this time, Covid-19 has

formed the first wave of transmission and hit the world, which also made China no

longer the main focus of international Covid-19 news. So, the China relative Covid-19

news coverage from The Guardian has been drastically reduced with a maximum of

three coverage per month since the unblocking of Wuhan. These reports have

consistently revealed that some provinces and cities in China, such as Beijing city,

Heilongjiang province, Xinjiang province, Yunnan province, etc. still bothered by

small groups of Covid-19 outbreaks but have been soon controlled. In general, the

situation of Covid-19 in China is no longer the focus of The Guardian. It is no longer

particularly newsworthy compared with the widespread outbreaks around the world,

like in the U.S and Europe.

5.2. Framing of Social Control and Restriction

Social restriction refers to a series of prevention and control measures adopted

and processed by the Chinese government to prevent the spread of Covid-19 with the

plans of the "dynamic clearing"/“0 policy”. The news coverage from The Guardian of

these social control measures is mainly carried out along with two main lines: one is

the difficulties in the civilians' lives caused by the total blockage and its effects,

second is the full supervision of public opinion and its possible violations of citizens

human rights. The Chinese government's Covid-19 restriction is the most stringent

control measure ever applied worldwide. Although it has been a noticeable

improvement in the prevention of Covid-19 in China, the control measures are still

way extremes. This has caused a lot of criticism from the Western media regarding the

violation act from CCP on freedom of speech. Although The Guardian quoted WHO

Director-General Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus praising the Chinese

government's approach: “We stressed to them that by having a strong action not only

they will control the outbreak in their country, but they will also minimize the chances

120 Lily Kuo , Xi Jinping visits Wuhan for first time since coronavirus outbreak began ,( The Guardian,
Mar 10 2020).

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/lily-kuo
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of this outbreak spreading internationally.”121 However The Guardian questioned the

practice in subsequent reports.

The Guardian’s Social Control and Restriction Table

The Guardian has carried out massive reports on the relevant situation since the

lockdown of Wuhan happened: “A sense of panic has spread in Wuhan as the Chinese

city of 11 million people was put on lockdown in an attempt to quarantine a deadly

virus believed to have originated there.”122 This coverage has described various

control measures has been conducted by CCP in counter to stop covid-19' spreading in

Wuhan and the side affects its cause on the lives situation of Wuhan residents: “In

Wuhan, supermarket shelves were empty and local markets sold out of produce as

residents hoarded supplies and isolated themselves at home. Petrol stations were

overwhelmed as drivers stocked up on fuel amid rumors that reserves had run out.

Local residents said pharmacies had sold out of face masks.”123 As Covid-19 spreads,

The Guardian turns its lens to the whole nation: “Wenzhou, in Zhejiang province, and

Huanggang in Hubei province, only one member of each household is allowed to

leave every two days to buy food and other necessities.”124 Route and public transport

closures are turning many cities and villages into ghost towns.

The Guardian is very concerned about the impact of social control measures that

might be violated individuals' human rights; they noticed that Wuhan residents were

complaining on social media about the severe lockdown. Wuhan's citizens express

121 Lily Kuo . China Bars 11m Residents from Leaving City at Centre of Outbreak, (The Guardian,
February 25 2020).
122 Lily Kuo , Panic and Anger in Wuhan as China Orders City into Lockdown, ( The Guardian ,
February 25 2020).
123 Ibids
124 Lily Kuo , More surveillance, tighter controls , (The Guardian February, 3 2020).
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themself on the social media platform Weibo about the draconian lockdown “We’re

not allowed to go out at all. We’ve lost our most basic human rights. The guards are

like prison guards, abusing the little bit of power they have. We’re guaranteed

personal freedoms under the constitution!”125 The Guardian quotes Yaqui Wang, the

China researcher at Human Rights Watch: "Violating the rights of tens of millions of

people in the effort to address the coronavirus outbreak will be counterproductive.

Transparency and engaging civil society will be the far better approach."126

In response to the Chinese government's control of speech and overseeing public

opinion, The Guardian reported that: About the Chinese government control public

opinion. The Guardian explained that media, such as Caixin-China's most open

business news press, had been allowed to report freely, providing some transparency

to the public during the outbreak.127 But when time moved to March 11, an article

titled "Coronavirus: Wuhan doctor speaks out against authorities" also criticized the

Chinese government's attitude toward manipulating public opinion in the early stages

of the outbreak. Doctor Ai from Wuhan criticizes hospital authorities were

suppressing early warnings of the Covid-19 outbreak in interviews censors have been

trying to erase from the internet. After witnessing a few of her colleagues become

victims of the coronavirus, she decides to be true. Ai’s interview was quickly deleted

from Chinese social media sites after publication. The publication removed the

interviews, while Ai could not be reached over the phone. But some Internet users

took screenshots of the article before it was inaccessible and posted on the internet. 128

The Guardian has released a picture that vividly demonstrates people's creative,

almost black humor way of delivering information under the pressure of China's

censorship system- Convert Chinese internet slang words into emojis, and they can be

decoded into written expressions to avoid systematic checks.

125 Senior Wuhan Doctor Dies from Coronavirus（ The Guardian， 18 Feb 2020).
126 Lily Kuo ,More surveillance, tighter controls , (The Guardian February, 3 2020).
127 Haroon Siddique et al , China coronavirus: UK emergency committee discuss outbreak , (The
Guardian, 18 Feb 2020）.
128 Lily Kuo , Coronavirus: Wuhan Doctor Speaks out against Authorities ,(The Guardian ,Mar 11

2020).
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Before the Wuhan lockdown was about to end, The Guardian reports that: When

China announced the decision to shut down the center of the Covid-19 outbreak-

Wuhan to prevent further spread of the disease, the whole world was stunned, and

experts around the globe mostly showed skepticism. Beijing's decision seems to be a

vast, bold and unforeseen experiment. Epidemiologists warned that it might fail

despite its immense workforce and economic cost. In the modern day, this incredible

mass quarantine had never been implemented on such an enormous scale. However,

after two months, Beijing's strategy appears vindicated: China has reported its first

day with no domestic transmissions of the Covid-19 infection.129 In their eyes, China's

Covid-19 lockdown tactics are cruel but effective. Reports covering China’s social

control and restriction measures are focused on the period from January 2020 to May

2020. Even though Covid-19 has been sporadic in Chinese cities after May 2020,

while China’s social control measures are increasingly reliant on technology and push

the whole society to a dark humor level, The Guardian no longer tracks it.

5.3 Framing of Covid-19 Early Case

A total of seven reports from The Guardian accused China of concealing cases in

the early stages of the outbreak. The main issue of the early case framing is: Is there

any false information about the virus infection announced by the Chinese government

in the early stage of the Covid-19 outbreak? How did the wrong case information

occur? Is it primarily a technical issue or a political issue? What are the reasons for

the tit-for-tat attitude between China and the US on this matter?

The Guardian’s Covid-19 Early Case Table

Since the Covid-19 outbreak, Western governments and media have widely

129 Helen Davidson , China's coronavirus lockdown strategy: brutal but effective ,(The Guardian ,Mar
24 .2020).

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/helen-davidson
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criticized the CCP for covering the pandemic's early days to its people and the world.

The director of the US National Economic Council, Larry Kudlow, said The U.S is a

little disappointed in the transparency lacking from the Chinese government.130 But

the world's focus at the time was on the situation of the outbreak and its origin

without focusing too much on the early cases. The accusations of early false cases in

China began in April 2020. Calls by the U.S for an international investigation into the

origins of the Covid-19 outbreak have sparked diplomatic tensions between the two

countries, with the U.S. accusing China of concealing the Covid-19 origin and the

number of early cases at the same time.

The Guardian reported on April 2, 2020, citing sources from Bloomberg, that

Trump cast doubt on China's Covid-19 figures; the U.S. president said at Wednesday's

daily briefing that China's reported Covid-19 deaths and infections appeared "a little

bit on the light side," accusing Beijing of deliberately underreporting the scale of the

situation.131 The ranking Republican on the House foreign affairs committee, Michael

McCaul said in a statement: CCP lied to the world about Covid-19's human-to-human

transmission feature while silencing doctors and journalists who tried to speak out the

truth, and now they are hiding the accurate number of its citizens who impacted by

this disease." On another hand, The Guardian also quoted from the official People's

Daily released an editorial on its front page accusing the American of blaming

outsiders and encouraging xenophobia while "shirking responsibility."132 The

Guardian fairly presents the accusations on both sides in front of the readers.

As to whether the earlier cases were actual, The Guardian cited a study by

researchers in Hong Kong: The first wave of Covid-19 might bring 232,000 people

infected, which is four times the official figures.133 This considerable error may be

130 Sarah Boseley More than 1,700 health workers infected by coronavirus in China ,(The Guardian
February 14 2020).
131 Lily Kuo ,Trump casts doubt on China's coronavirus figures US lawmaker , (The Guardian ,April 2
2020).
132 Ibid
133 Helen Davidson , China coronavirus cases may have been four times official figure ,(The Guardian ,
April 23 2020).
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due to changes in China's case diagnostic criteria. China has changed the Covid-19

diagnostic criteria seven times. The Chinese researchers pointed out that "the scope of

the first version of the diagnostic guideline is very narrow with six specific complex

criteria that need to be met, to make the patient a confirmed case of Covid-19. Tedros

Adhanom Ghebreyesus, director-general of the World Health Organization, also

believes that "it is not uncommon for clinical definitions to change over time." The

Financial Times analysis the actual death toll in the UK could be double the number

recorded. The UK's official infection figures are much lower than the actual numbers

due to a lack of accurate Covid testing.

From the report of The Guardian, it can be seen that The Guardian agrees that

early cases in China are more or less false but agrees that the wrong issues are caused

by the lack of detection measures and the inconsistent diagnostic criteria for these

sudden outbreaks. The Chinese government was not accused of cheating deliberately

on the issue. The Guardian chose to present a balanced report in the face of

accusations between China and the United States for readers to choose.

5.4 Framing of Covid-19’s Origin

At the beginning of the Covid-19 outbreak in China, the question of where the

coronavirus came from had attracted the attention of The Guardian. The Guardian's

report on the origin of the coronavirus mainly focused on two aspects: first, it reported

on various sources from governments and other media organizations. Second, it

reported the situation of the World Health Organization's investigation.

The Guardian’s Covid-19 Origin Table
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On January 20, The Guardian published its first article on the origins of Covid-

19, "New troubling viruses often originate in animal hosts." "Sars and Mers are both

caused by coronaviruses from animals." "The original host of both coronaviruses may

have been bats." The Guardian also cites Chinese authorities and WHO experts,

"animals seem most likely to be the origin, although the 2002-03 SARS outbreak

caused nearly 800 casualties which prompted China's efforts to regulate the trade and

consumption of wild animals and using wild animals to produce medicines is still an

unsolved problem. Professor of virology at Reading University Ian Jones said, "Local

wild animals might carry this virus and been sold in the wet market."134

The Guardian, on January 23, reported that Conspiracy theories and fake news

about the coronavirus origin have swiftly followed the total outbreak worldwide. Due

to the early Chinese government's control of public opinion, many truths could not be

released. which "provided ample room for speculation," and "the tide of

misinformation is so high that Twitter, Facebook, and Google are struggling to cope."

From the wording and stance of the report, The Guardian refers to unsubstantiated

news as "misinformation," "fake news," and "conspiracy theories." The Washington

Post interviewed several experts who claim that based on the coronavirus genome,

there is no indication it was engineered. Professor Vipin Narang from MIT said in a

tweet that there is no evidence linking this coronavirus with a bioweapon.135 Dr.

Anthony Fauci, the foremost US expert on infections and diseases and a key member

of Donald Trump's coronavirus task force, said to the public that there is no scientific

evidence to support the theory that coronavirus was manufactured or escaped after

134 Rebecca Ratcliffe ,Animal trade in spotlight as China seeks souce of coronavirus , (The Guardian,
January 23 2020).
135 Josh Taylor , The Spread of Coronavirus Misinformation , (The Guardian, Jan 31 2020).

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/josh-taylor
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being brought from the wild in a Chinese laboratory.136 It reflects The Guardian's

denial of conspiracy theories and agrees with the views of the Chinese government

and WHO.

By May, China and the United States had accused each other's labs of being the

origin of the coronavirus outbreak, with The Guardian article claiming: “the scientific

community says there is no evidence for the claim that the virus originated in a

Wuhan lab”137 Later also wrote: “Donald Trump and members of his administration

have pushed the Covid-19 man-made theory while academics were uncertainties.”138

The Guardian's view that the claim that Covid-19 and Wuhan laboratory inference is a

political approach is seen as the Trump administration's way of deflecting

contradictions. 139 The Guardian is opposed to the laboratory inference with questions

its peer, The New York Times' reporting on the Covid-19's origins:" Whether they can

resist pressure from the Trump administration to produce a politically convenient

narrative is an open question."140

In January 2021, The Guardian reported intensively with eight reports on the

Chinese government obstructing the World Health Organization's investigation in

Wuhan while discovering the origin of Covid-19. On January 5, the Guardian

published the headline, "China blocks entry to WHO team studying Covid's origins."

But the reports mainly quoted the views of Ilona Kickbusch, the founding director and

chair of the Global Health Centre in Geneva: “geopolitics had got in the way of

countries joining together to defeat the coronavirus pandemic, and the hostilities that

had been generated could now get in the way of finding out how it began.”141 The

Guardian did not only unilaterally accuse the Chinese government but also The

136 Helen Sullivan,WHO and Five Eyes reject Chinese lab theory ,(The guardian May 5, 2020)
137 Sam Geall , Raging at China over coronavirus won't help ,( The Guardian, May 6 2020).
138 Ben Beaumont-Thomas , Coronavirus: Bryan Adams attacks China as 'virus making' source ,(The
Guardian, May 12 2020).
139 Vincent Ni , China rejects report of sick staff at Wuhan lab prior to Covid outbreak,(The
guardian ,May 24, 2021)
140 Sam Geall ,Raging at China over coronavirus won't help,(The Guardian ,May 6 2020)
141 TSarah Boseley Health editor, China blocks entry to WHO team studying Covid's origins, (The
guardian ,January 5 2021).
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United States, arguing that the US-China trade war has turned into a "geopolitical

blame game."

While reporting the views of experts and scholars, The Guardian also quotes the

speeches of Chinese Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Hua Chunying and the Chinese

government, objectively presenting diverse opinions to its target audience. Compared

with The Daily Telegraph, The Guardian did not make judgments very often but

focused on the facts without resorting to conspiracy theories and speculations that

were not yet qualified to be evidence. International experts investigating Covid-19's

origin said in February, after their trip to Wuhan, that it was "doubtful" that the virus

had spread from the laboratory in Wuhan. The head of the WHO mission Peter Ben

Embarek also said the origins of Covid-19 pointed to a "natural reservoir" in bats

during the investigation. Still, it was "unlikely" that this occurred in Wuhan.142

In July 2021, the World Health Organization proposed a second phase of

investigation on the Covid-19 origin. The World Health Organization admitted it was

to exclude a potential link between the Covid-19 pandemic and the laboratory leak,

overturning a judgment that the laboratory theory was implausible. All assumptions

remain under consideration.143 Two days later, the Guardian updated that "The WHO

proposal came amid increasing international pressure, largely from the US, for further

investigation in Wuhan and specifically of the Wuhan Institute of Virology."144

Pointed out that the reason behind the World Health Organization's reopening of the

second round of investigations has US influence behind

Tracing the origin of Covid-19 is an essential framing for The Guardian's Covid-

19 coverage in China, and it contains most of the special report compared with other

framings. During the discussion around the origin of Covid-19, The Guardian

142 Vincent Ni , China rejects report of sick staff at Wuhan lab prior to Covid outbreak,(The
guardian ,May 24, 2021)
143 Nadeem Badshah et al , WHO calls for new Wuhan lab audit - as it happened, (The Guardian ,July
16 2021)
144 Helen Davidson, China refuses further inquiry into Covid-19 origins in Wuhan lab,( The
Guardian ,July 22 .2021).
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objectively reported opinions from different countries and organizations and did not

adopt conspiracy theories and speculations without an objective basis.

5.5 Framing of the Vaccination

China's first batch of Covid-19 vaccines was produced by Sinopharm and approved

by the Chinese government for clinical use at the end of July 2020. Due to production

capacity and the Covid-19 situation in China, the proportion of the vaccinated

population was lower than in some western countries. In January 2021, a new round

of Covid-19 transmission appeared in China; the Chinese government began to

vaccinate the population on a large scale, attracting a new round of attention from

foreign media. These reports mainly focus on several topics, the reliability of China's

Covid-19 vaccine, the use of vaccines in China's vaccine diplomacy strategy, and the

domestic vaccination rate in China.

The Guardian’s Vaccination Table

The primary two Chinese vaccines (Sinopharm and Sinovac) were" produced

using a historically successful and less risky method of using an inactive virus to

trigger an immune response. Still, the producers and authorities have been accused of

lacking transparency, releasing no phase 3 trial data from the international clinical

trials."145 In addition, Chinese vaccines don’t require freezing(the transportation

process is more straightforward than Moderna and Pfizer). Academics and the

international community have questioned the effectiveness of the Chinese vaccines

due to a lack of data and experimental detail regarding the use of the Sinovac vaccine

in Brazil, one of the two significant vaccines in China. The Guardian quoted a Reuters

145 Helen Davidson and Michael Standaert , China rushes to vaccinate 50 million as holiday
looms,(The Guardian, January 15 2020).
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report that Sinovac's Covid-19 vaccine may not generate enough antibodies against

Brazil's newly discovered Covid-19 mutation.146 Regarding the lower efficacy of

Chinese vaccines in foreign clinical applications, Gao Fu, the Director-General of the

Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention, also admitted that China's

vaccines "don't have very high protection rates."147 "Brazilian researchers revealed

that Sinovac's vaccine was far less effective than previously. The overall efficacy of

50.38% puts the vaccine slightly above the World Health Organization's approved

benchmark of 50%, down from the 78% announced last week and well below the

efficacy rates of Moderna and Pfizer's vaccines."148 The Guardian's report on the

effectiveness of China's Covid-19 vaccine is objective with data support.

Covid-19 infections in China decreased to a shallow level in the summer of 2020.

The Chinese vaccines are more used for export, later regarded by Western countries as

China's vaccine diplomacy strategy. The action aims to enhance or restore China's

reputation worldwide as Chinese vaccines do not require low-temperature

preservation, making them easier to transport internationally. Chinese medical

products with logistical advantages are exported to many countries and areas in Asia,

Africa, and South America. We can learn from the Guardian report that Chinese

vaccines are now more widely accepted, although reliability varies widely. The

Guardian also believes that China's vaccine exports have been labeled a vaccine

diplomacy campaign to boost China's status as a global health contributor.

5.6 Framing of the Economic Impacts

Among the 210 The Guardian coverage, 14 were economic-themed. The

relationship between the Chinese economy and Covid-19 was not the Guardian's

focus compared with other framings. They tend to report on the specific impact of the

146 Alex Mistlin and Helen Sullivan ,WHO 'to scrap' interim Wuhan report,(The Guardian, March 5
2021).
147 Ben Quinn and agencies, Top Beijing official admits efficacy of China's Covid vaccines is low, (The
Guardian ,April 11 2021).
148 Helen Davidson and Michael Standaert , China rushes to vaccinate 50 million as holiday
looms,(The Guardian ,January 15 2021).
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pandemic on the Chinese economy, especially the impact on international companies

and the global economy.

The Guardian’s Economic Impacts Table

A week after Wuhan had been locked down the city, The Guardian reported that

McDonald's had closed about 300 restaurants due to the outbreak. Starbucks also

announced it had been forced to close half its 4,100 stores in this country.149 With

many factories in China closed as the coronavirus spread, the monthly delivery of

critical components is postponed, thus affecting smartphone production. According to

new industry forecasts, the Covid-19 crisis will slash global smartphone production in

the first quarter.150 Jaguar Land Rover sales in China decreased 85% last month as the

coronavirus kept buyers indoors and most dealers closed. The world's biggest

automotive market, the Chinese automotive market, fell by 80% last month(February

2020) due to the coronavirus.151

Global stock markets reacted immediately after the Covid-19 outbreak in China.

As reports of cases in other countries could spread fear internationally, global stock

markets have significant concerns about the impact of Covid-19.152 Many

professionals are beginning to worry about the economy’s prospects; failure to limit

the outbreak to a regional level would be dangerous to the global economy.153 The

149 Rob Davies ,McDonald's shuts 300 restaurants in China as coronavirus ,The Guardian , (January
29 2020).
150 Rob Davies and Graeme Wearden ,Mobile sales in China forecast to fall Coronavirus, (The
Guardian ,February 10 2020).
151 Mark Sweney, Jaguar Land Rover hit sales slump in China due to coronavirus , (The
Guardian ,March 6 2020).

152 Rob Davies, McDonald's shuts 300 restaurants in China ,(The guardian ,January 29 2020).
153 Rob Davies and Graeme Wearden ,Mobile sales in China forecast to fall Coronavirus, (The
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Guardian believes that while Covid-19 and the respiratory illness it causes started as a

local healthcare issue, it eventually evolved into a global economic problem due to

how humans have been tie-up in the world financial system.154 The Guardian quoted

information from China's National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) that the manufacturing

production levels fell to record lows in February 2020. A severe collapse takes place

in domestic and export orders. The Covid-19 outbreak has disrupted supply chains to

European factories, where It is difficult for companies to obtain important

components from China.155 Data from the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS)

showed on Monday(March 2020) that China's economic damage from the coronavirus

pandemic has been worse than expected, with factory production falling at the fastest

speed in three decades.156

The Guardian's economic effect framing has mainly represented as short reports

form. Long reports and in-depth investigations are rare. It primarily reflects the

operating conditions of international companies and the stock market. The report also

adopted the information from the National Bureau of Statistics of China, which

intuitively reflected the pandemic's impact on the Chinese economic system from the

perspective of foreign capital.

5.7 Framing of the Editorial

The Guardian has a few editorials on Covid-19 in China. There are only 15

editorials, and all were published in 2020. The Guardian's editorials on China's Covid-

19 pandemic are mostly negative and critical and mainly focused on the following

aspects:

1. They believe that the Chinese government's control of public opinion in the early

stage had oppressed information delivery, leading to the spread of Covid-19.

Guardian,February 10 202).
154 Phillip Inman there's not much central banks can do to limit the impact of coronavirus. The
Guardian .2020
155 Phillip Inman , Markets expected to fall further as coronavirus hits,(The Guardian , February 29
2020).
156Helen Davidson ,Coronavirus deals China's economy a 'bigger blow than global financial

crisis' ,(The Guardian, March 16 2020).
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2. They believe that social control, especially the control of the media, is too strict and

violates the human rights of most individuals.

The Guardian’s Editorial Table

The Guardian pointed out in an opinion piece on January 29, 2020, that

supervising and critical of the Chinese government's response to the outbreak is

correct, but this does not justify the act of spreading rumors or discriminating against

the Chinese people. On the one hand, The Guardian believes that the Chinese

government's public opinion control had led the whole thing into a mist. Still, on the

other hand, it also firmly opposed conspiracy theories and discriminated against

Chinese people.157 Compared with the 2002-2003 Sars crisis, Beijing announced to

the public about Covid-19 much faster and shared large quantities of information with

academia and the world. These transparency moves won praise from the World Health

Organization. But the local Wuhan government was clearly engaged in a concerted

attempt to cover up the disaster at the early stages. Those acts have made the possible

opportunity wasted, and the whole thing goes south.158 Ho-Fung Hung, a professor in

political economy at Johns Hopkins University, said: "China's centralized system and

lack of freedom of press definitely delay a necessary aggressive early response when

it was still possible to contain epidemics at the local level."159

China's construction of two 2,600-bed field hospitals within two weeks is praised

by The Guardian. On the last day of January 2020, The Guardian reported that China's

157 Editorial , The guardian view on China and the Coronavirus: Scrutiny, not stigma, (The Guardian
Jan 29 2020).

158 Emma Graham and Harrison , What China's empty new coronavirus hospitals ,(The Guardian ,
February 12 2020).
159 Ibid

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/editorial
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massive mobilization effort quickly won international acclaim, including the near-

impossible feat of building two brand new field hospitals in a matter of two weeks.

Prof Sam Crane, the chair of Asian studies at Williams College, commented: "The

country’s authoritarian bureaucracy offers officials few incentives to be proactive, and

many to attempt to hide emerging crises. Insofar as information is subject to political

control and many local cadres now live in fear of being called out for corruption and

thus more likely to hide problems.”160

The Guardian show some understanding of China's extensive surveillance and

control on Covid-19 related information on the internet: “the spread of

misinformation concerning coronavirus through its vast surveillance and control of

the internet. In such an existential emergency, doing so is useful in terms of reducing

the fear, paranoia, and uncertainty that an outbreak causes. It also helps avoid

widespread panic, instability, and hysteria that can be more detrimental and dangerous

than the physical spread of the virus itself.”161

As China and the US blame each other over the coronavirus, the Guardian points

out that the political game is undermining the diplomatic relationship. The tensions

are rising by other factors, and the US and Chinese governments must work together

to stem the waves of the pandemic. China, the US, and the rest of the world must

unite in fighting against the pandemic together, no matter what.162

The Guardian criticized the Chinese government's Covid policy, its control of

public opinion, strict social control, and other measures violating human rights.

However, it also opposed discrimination against Chinese people, politicized the origin

of the Covid, and various conspiracy theories. It also praised some of China's acts,

like the quick construction of two field hospitals. Understands some of the Chinese

government's control measures on the Internet and thinks it might help control the

160 Michael H Fuchs , The US-China coronavirus blame game is undermining diplomacy Tensions are
rising, (The Guardian ,March 31 2020).
161 Letters , Must Britain be more like China to halt coronavirus outbreak? (The Guardian ,February
27 2020).
162 Michael H Fuchs , The US-China coronavirus blame game is undermining diplomacy Tensions are
rising, (The Guardian ,March 31 2020).
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spread of the pandemic. Generally speaking, The Guardian's comments are objective,

and their ideological overtones are not strong.
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6.0 Comparative Analysis of the news framing between The Daily

Telegraph and The Guardian

6.1. Framing of the pandemic development

The outbreak development framing is a timely media report on all aspects of the

Covid-19 outbreak in China. The Daily Telegraph's report on the development of

Covid-19 in China has a total of 23 reports, while The Guardian has 82 reports.

Number wise, The Guardian has 59 more coverage of Covid-19 news in China than

the Telegraph, which shows that The Guardian is more concerned about this topic than

The Telegraph. But this gap is mainly concentrated in the first four months-the

beginning of the outbreak period, and the numbers are both decreasing after that when

time moves to May. During the rest of the time, those reports from both sides are

basically balanced.

The Daily Telegraph's/ The Guardian's Covid-19 Situation Table

The Guardian's reporting style is based on the daily brief on the development of

the Covid-19 situation in China. For example, The Guardian published at least five

reports and carried out the most intensive coverage on the day that Wuhan was set to

close. Perspective-wise, The Guardian was neutral and even temped to agree with

measures such as the lockdown of Wuhan. When there is a political dispute between

China and the United States over various issues such as the Covid-19 origin or the

actual number of early cases, The Guardian fairly reports the views from both sides

and leaves the decision to its reader. At the same time, The Daily Telegraph rarely

cited Chinese official voices.

The framing of the Covid-19 development situation is mainly a timely and rapid
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report on the Covid-19 pandemic. The reports' content describes the event with less

commentary. The main difference between The Daily Telegraph and The Guardian is

that The Guardian focuses on more perspective with more timely reporting and even

citations of Chinese official voices with more objective conclusions. The Daily

Telegraph's reporting style mainly focuses on specific topics containing much

information.

6.2. Framing of social control and restriction

Reports on the framing of social control and restriction were mainly published

from the period of January 2020 to May 2020, when China decided to blockade a city

of 11.08 million and shocked the world. This move attracted the attention of the media

around the whole world; the Daily Telegraph and The Guardian have also followed up

on the incident: 10 reports were published by The Daily Telegraph and 20 pieces from

The Guardian.

Generally speaking, the framing of the two press is focused on the specific

measures of social control, the living condition of the residents after the city is closed,

and the efficiency of social control measures. The Daily Telegraph is more concerned

about the significant impact on people's lives after Wuhan hastily closed the city. They

reported the tragic situation of pedestrians dying on the streets. Those used

"detention", "fear", "predicament", "Ghost town"163 and other controversial words.

The main tone of the report creates a bleak, grimy mood. "The concerns about human

163 Sophia Yan and Yiyin Zhong , Bustling Wuhan turns into eerie ghost town ,(The Guardian,
February 1 2020)
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rights and civil liberties have been expressed several times."164 It's clear that The

Daily Telegraph took a completely negative opinion of CCP's early social control

measures and restrictions. In contrast, the Guardian's report is more objective.

However, it also carried out detailed information on the early closure of Wuhan,

including the difficulties of residents' lives and concerns about violations of individual

human rights and freedoms.

The Guardian does not hold an entirely negative attitude towards social

prevention and control measures but focuses on their necessity and effectiveness. The

Guardian even quoted WHO Director-General Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus and

US President Donald Trump saying that China's strict social prevention and control

measures have bought precious time for the world to fight the pandemic. The

Guardian's view is more rational, realistic, focused, and concerned with outcomes.

After China's social control and restriction have achieved phased results in

controlling the development of the Covid-19 pandemic, The Daily Telegraph also

gave a positive evaluation but believes this approach might still not be sustainable.

This country has fallen into an unsustainable zero-Covid-19 policy trap, with Beijing

likely to fall behind in a few months as rival countries achieve herd immunity and

reopen global business interaction.165 Overall, The Daily Telegraph holds a more

critical and disapproved attitude toward China's social control measures.

The Guardian maintains an ongoing focus on human rights abuses caused by

social control measures, outpacing The Daily Telegraph regarding reports number and

depth of coverage. The Guardian agrees on the effectiveness of social control

measures: World surprised by Wuhan strategy, but it seems to work.166

6.3 Framing of Covid-19 Early Case

Although the Guardian has 1.5 times the coverage of Covid-19 in China than The

Daily Telegraph, in the framing of early cases number debate, The Daily Telegraph

164 Nicola Smith and Sarah Newey ,China's rulers facing questions after reports of killer virus
suppressed, (The Daily Telegraph , January 25 2020).
165 Sherlle Jacobs , China is losing the Covid Cold War ,(The Daily Telegraph ,April 13 2021)
166 Sophia Yan , Infections from outside China dwarf domestic total, (The Guardian , March 19 2020).
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has ten reports. The Guardian has only seven which were published from April 2020

to June 2020, proving that The Daily Telegraph is more focused on this topic than The

Guardian.

The Daily Telegraph's/ The Guardian's Covid-19 Early Case Table

The pandemic made the world panic, and accountability towards China began to

spread. Western media generally questioned that China's early published case numbers

were suspected of falsification, eventually leading to the chaos in Wuhan and

spreading to the world. The Daily Telegraph fully adheres to this view. The Daily

Telegraph's coverage of this framing claims that the accusations of early Covid-19

cases declared by China are false, with quotes from the CIA and many speculative

ideas. The Guardian also accused the number of the early cases of being false and

disagreed with the Chinese view. However, the Guardian prefers to cite the opinions

of experts and scholars and make some technical explanations for the inaccuracy of

the number of the early cases, arguing that the cause of this error can be a change in

the diagnostic criteria. The Guardian also reported on the mutual accusations between

the governments and leaders of China and the United States, without partiality and

narrative in an objective with fair tone. This shows that The guardian believes such

disputes do not help the world's unity in the fight against Covid-19.

6.4 Framing of Covid-19’s Origin

In response to the framing of Covid-19’s Origin, The Daily Telegraph published

27 reports, and the Guardian published 25. This is the one with the most significant

number of words among the seven selected frames that The Daily Telegraph has

reported. Reports related to The Daily Telegraph will continue until the end of 2021,

while The Guardian will have only sporadic reports in 2021. Although the overall
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number is not much different, it still reflects that The Daily Telegraph is more

concerned about this issue than The Guardian.

The Daily Telegraph's/ The Guardian's Covid-19’s Origin Table

There are several inferences on the origin of Covid-19. The first inference comes

from a seafood market infected by intermediate hosts such as pangolins from its

original host is bats.167 The second inference comes from a laboratory in Wuhan

conducting research on the SARS virus. SARS is also a kind of coronavirus

originating from bats; many people suspect this is a laboratory leak leaded incident.168

The third inference is that the Wuhan laboratory is researching and producing

biological weapons.169 The fourth inference came from a laboratory in the United

States and was brought in by US military personnel during the 2019 Military World

Games. Of course, this is mainly a Chinese point of view.170 Of course, there are other

conspiracy theories, such as those related to 5G or bill gates. In the early days of the

virus, both the Daily Telegraph and the Guardian pointed to the Wuhan' Huanan

Seafood Market as the source of the virus. Since April, The Daily Telegraph and The

Guardian have reported that Covid-19 might originate from a laboratory leak. Still,

The Guardian quoted some words from experts such as Dr.Tedros and Dr. Fauci, who

tend to deny the inference of the Wuhan laboratory leak.

167 Jonathan Quick , China's complacency has led to this predictable coronavirus outbreak, (The Daily
Telegraph , January 25 2020).
168 Our Foreign Staff , Illegally hunted pangolin could have spread coronavirus, (The Daily
Telegraph ,February 8 2020)
169 Jessica Carpani , China may have created virus to attack the West , (The Daily Telegraph , May 22
2020).
170 Sarah Newey and Paul Nuki , China wants WHO team to probe US Covid leak theory, (The Daily
Telegraph August 26 2020)heory
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The Daily Telegraph tends to agree with the U.S. government's claim as China

and the U.S. accuse each other of the origins of Covid-19. They believed the Chinese

government had been doing its best to cover up the pandemic's origin and ensure its

true story would never be exposed.171 This sentence implies that Covid-19 possibly

originated from the Wuhan virus laboratory leak. The Guardian's balanced report on

the accusations between China and the US lays out the views of both sides. And

questioned the Trump government's decision might have built on the preparation for

the next presidential election.172 And believes that academia has almost unanimously

rejected the inference of Covid-19's artificial origin.173

The Guardian appeared to be more interested in the disputes between the Chinese

government and the World Health Organization when the first WHO' Covid-19

origins investigation occurred in January 2021 with released eight news coverage in a

row, while The Daily Telegraph only briefly reported on the arrival of the WHO team

in Wuhan to investigate the pandemic's origins. But in July 2020, The Daily Telegraph

showed great interest when the World Health Organization proposed a second inquiry

toward the origins of Covid-19 in China with published seven reports in July and

August, while The Guardian only updated two pieces.

6.5 Framing of Vaccination

China has implemented a dynamic Covid-zero policy174 that has hugely reduced

the Covid-19 infection since the summer of 2020, which has made China receive less

attention from worldwide media in Covid-19 news. In 2021, the vaccination was

another focus of the press worldwide. China's first batch of Covid-19 vaccines was

produced by Sinopharm and approved by the Chinese government for clinical use at

171 Con Coughlin ,Trump is right about the compromised , (The Daily Telegraph , May 20 2020).
172 Richard Luscombe and Martin Pengelly , Trump aide claims China guilty of cover-up akin to
Chernoby, (The Guardian ，May 24 .2020).

173Richard Luscombe and Martin Pengelly , Trump aide claims China guilty of cover-up akin to
Chernoby, (The Guardian ，May 24 .2020).

174 Burki, T. Dynamic zero COVID policy in the fight against COVID,(The Lancet. RespiratoryMedi
cine, 2022).
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the end of July 2020. Due to production capacity and the Covid-19 situation in China,

the proportion of the vaccinated population was lower than in some western countries.

In January 2021, a new round of Covid-19 transmission appeared in China. The

Chinese government began to vaccinate the population on a large scale, which also

attracted a new round of attention from foreign media. Fewer reports have been

catalyzed under the Covid-19 Vaccine Framing, all published in 2021. The Daily

Telegraph has only six reports on China's Covid-19 vaccine, and the Guardian has 8.

This framing contains fewer resources

The Daily Telegraph's/ The Guardian's Vaccination Table

The Daily Telegraph and The Guardian reports focus on the efficacy of China's

Covid-19 vaccine, objectively reporting the advantages and disadvantages of Chinese

vaccines through qualified data. The Daily Telegraph is surprised by the Chinese

vaccination speed. The Guardian is more concerned about China's use of vaccines to

carry out a vaccine diplomacy strategy. Both of their reports on China's vaccine

situation are objective and natural, with a slightly different focus.

6.6 Framing of the Economic Impacts

During a pandemic outbreak, the media’s critical role includes documenting the

economic impact of the crisis and creating a channel for political and public debate on

how to deal with the issue.175 Affected by differences in readership, The Daily

Telegraph, and The Guardian significantly differ when reporting the economic

impacts of Covid-19 in china. Regarding the number of reports, The Daily Telegraph

has 18 reports, accounting for 16% of the total number of all reports, and is the third-

175Anshori, et al , Comparative Framing: Media Strategy in Public Communication Policy,( KnE Social
Sciences ,2022)
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largest framing for the number of pieces. The Guardian has only 14 reports, or 8% of

the total, making it the fifth-largest framing for all reports. It can be seen that The

Daily Telegraph attaches great importance to the economic impact framing than The

Guardian. The Guardian focuses mainly on the state of Covid-19's impact on China's

domestic economy. The Daily Telegraph has focused more on its effect on the world

economy, as well as on the recovery of the Chinese economy and the relationship

between China and the UK in the next stage.

The Daily Telegraph's/ The Guardian's Economic Impacts Table

The Guardian is very concerned about the impact of Covid-19 on international

companies in China, such as McDonald's and Starbuck closing stores, Jaguar Land

Rover's sales decline, etc., and also citing China's economic waterloo announced by

the National Bureau of Statistics caused by domestic and export manufacturers' orders

severely collapsed.

Since the beginning, The Daily Telegraph has not focused on China but has

constantly been predicting the Covid-19 impact on the global economy: “If the

outbreak was on the same scale as Sars, it would knock around one percentage point

off Chinese growth, according to estimates by The Economist Intelligence Unit. S&P

warns that consumption contributed 3.5 percentage points to Chinese growth of 6.1pc

in 2019. If spending fell by 10pc, around 1.2 percentage points would be wiped off

the country's growth.”176

When talking about the pace of China's economic recovery as the pandemic in

China eases, and believes that China's economic recovery may be faster than any

country in the West. The Daily Telegraph concluded with two main reasons: "The

176 Tom Rees , Coronavirus might tip slowdown into a slump, (The Daily Telegraph ,January 28 .2020)
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very same totalitarianism that led to cover-up and denial at the beginning has

permitted ruthlessly effective suppression of the virus once its potency was

acknowledged. China has managed to confine the infection to certain areas, while any

hope of doing that in Britain or America has been abandoned." and states

surveillance.177 James Sassoon, the UK's first commercial secretary to the Treasury

from 2010 to 2013, said: "After the pandemic subsides, and this crisis is over, China

will matter more than ever for the future of our planet."178 They even think the UK

cannot afford to turn its back on China because China will become more critical after

the pandemic,179 and the UK better maintain a good connection with China. The Daily

Telegraph takes a very rational look at China from an economic perspective. It

provides objective views on the impact of China's Covid-19 situation on the global

economy for its target audience.

6.7 Framing of the Editorial

The Daily Telegraph and The Guardian have about the same editorials (14 for the

Daily Telegraph and 15 for the Guardian). They also share common content:

Occasional analysis of the coronavirus outbreak but mostly criticized the Chinese

government. However, it is not directly related to the Covid-19 pandemic in China

and has not been included in the scope of this study.

The Daily Telegraph's/ The Guardian's Editorial Table

The Daily Telegraph's editorials on China's Covid-19 pandemic are primarily

negative. For example, The Telegraph has questioned Beijing's motives for supplying

177 William Hague ,China is emerging from coronavirus,(The Daily Telegraph April 7 2020).
178 The daily Telegraph.2020. Britain can ill afford to turn its back on China
179 Ibidem
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the EU with 2.2 million masks and 50,000 test kits. Their criticism of the Chinese

government's various approaches during the pandemic reflects distrust and blames the

country's political system flaws as being the origin of everything. Call on Western

society to further understand China through this crisis. Please pay attention to the

Chinese threat and change their attitude towards China as soon as possible.

The Guardian criticized the Chinese government for controlling public opinion and

violating human rights while processing its Covid restriction. But it opposes

discrimination against Chinese people, opposes the politicization the Covid-19, and

conspiracy theories about its origin. The Guardian also praised china for some moves

during the pandemic, such as the finished hospital construction within a short time.

They also conducted a few in-depth discussions of the Chinese government's internet

control measures. Generally speaking, The Guardian reveals a more objective image,

with no solid ideological overtones or blatant prejudice.
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7.0 Research Conclusions

Through adopted news framing theory analysis, the Covid-19 reports from The

Guardian and the Daily Telegraph. Quantitatively, The Guardian has 172 reports, and

the Daily Telegraph has 108 reports. The Guardian has 64 more reports than The

Daily Telegraph. Data-wise, The Guardian is more concerned about the Covid-19

situation in China than The Daily Telegraph. This difference is mainly reflected in the

Framing of the Covid-19 situation, with 82 reports in The Guardian and 23 reports in

The Daily Telegraph. The Guardian has 59 more reports than The Daily Telegraph. It

can be seen that the reports number in the two newspapers is not much different apart

from this framing. Those reports belonging to the Framing of Covid-19 expansion

were the news coverage of actual events. The reports from both press under this

framing reveal objective and neutral. For all three framing basics on factual reporting

(pandemic expansion, social control, vaccination), The Guardian has more reports

than The Daily Telegraph. The framings that involve controversial reporting (early

case number and covid-19 origin, economic impact, and editorial), The Daily

Telegraph has more reports than The Guardian, and so does the number of adverse

reports content.

Yiyan, Z, and Trifiro, b argue that the media, who tend to be Left-wing, often

frame their news coverage in a broader sense, focusing on global news instead of

utilizing editorial to publish their opinion on certain things. These framings are more

general. In contrast, media that tend to be Right-wing tend to focus their coverage

more on what can be seen as an attitudinal framing; in this case, the Right-wing media

often highlights the negative image of China in the spread of Covid-19.180 Zhang,

Yiyan, and Briana Trifiro's research on U.S. coverage of China during the Covid‑19

pandemic have a conclusion that is very close to my research-“The news frames

adopted by U.S. conservative media in coverage about China during the COVID- 19

pandemic will be those that are generally portrayed more sensationally and

180 hang, Yiyan, and Briana Trifiro. . Who Portrayed It as “The Chinese Virus”? International Journal of
Communication (2022)
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attitudinally than the ones of liberal media.”181

The Daily Telegraph is also very keen on reporting on the Covid-19 origin. It's

also a news framing for sensationalism with a stronger attitude. The Daily Telegraph

published 27 reports; this framing has been the most considerable among seven

frames in quantities. And detailed reports and explanations of several conspiracy

theories. Zhang, Yiyan, and Briana Trifiro think that conservative media tend to use

controversy and conspiracy theories more frequently, while Left-wing media are more

likely to report on China's domestic situation. Researchers observed many

conservative media attempts to portray China as the primary source of responsibility

for the spread of Covid-19. A wealth of evidence shows that the conservative media

attitude relies heavily on a strong distrust of authority and a deep-rooted cynicism.182

The Guardian and The Daily Telegraph are both mainstream media in the UK.

They reflect British culture and represent mainstream British values. Naturally, they

might receive influence and present in a form that might share similarities with the

British government in idea wise. Estupinan, J. D. O. explains how cultural, economic,

ideological, and political influences hinder media professionals. In a theoretical

context, journalistic ideals of objectivity, neutrality, and fairness are conceivable, but

they are often not feasible. Practices in the media environment often affect salience

when disseminated in the text. These factors influence how the story is presented to

the audience and how it shapes reality.183

While there are set news values for journalists, such as "timeliness, proximity,

impact on the audience, prominence, humanitarian, universality, and conflict," culture

still influences how these values are reflected in the news reporting. A country's

political stance on an incident also affects its media's story framing. These factors

may shift some facts while processing foreign news coverage. Media framings rely on

181 Ibidem
182 Ophir, et al . The framing of COVID-19 in Italian media and its relationship with community
mobility: a mixed-method approach. (Journal of Health Communication ,2021)
183 Estupinan, J. D. O, The coverage of China in the Latin American press: Media framing Study,
(Cogent Arts and Humanities,2017)
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long-established journalism culture and ideological traditions.184 Focusing on cultural

influences in news coverage can skew foreign news reporting.185 The media primarily

influenced how people perceive things, especially international incidents. Because of

this, the media's framing of global events can distort public perceptions of certain

things. Both good and bad media framing tactics greatly influenced their target

audiences with critical political implications.186

Zhang, Yiyan, and Briana Trifiro point out that many framing the U.S media

have used for converting the Covid-19 pandemic news were carrying negative

sentiment toward China.187 This sentiment may have begun to intergrade into public

opinion and influence public perception. These media products are capable of

affecting our understanding of the world. To varying degrees, unbalanced

dissemination of information or biased paraphrasing can lead to misunderstandings.188

How a story is framed will affect the public's perception and reaction. The framing of

international news stories creates "recognized and legitimized frames … that are a

fundamental part of the social construction of reality”.189 These media products

influence our understanding of the world to varying degrees, and as a result, naturally,

this information leads to misunderstandings through unbalanced or biased

reporting.190

Although the broadsheet has been outcompeted by tabloids from the UK's

newspaper circulation perspective, generally speaking, since the beginning of this

century, the circulation of all newspapers' market share has been squeezed. In

particular, the rise of social media and influencers has enabled the general public from

184 Brown. W and Barker.G, Cultural influences on the news, (Conference Papers- International
Communication Association,2006)
185 Tanikawa. M, Seeking cultural relevance,(Journalism Practice, 2017)
186Anshori, et al Comparative Framing: Media Strategy in Public Communication Policy,( KnE Social
Sciences 2022)
187 Zhang, Yiyan, and Briana Trifiro, Who Portrayed It as “The Chinese Virus”? International Journal
of Communication (2022)
188 Hossain, et al , Framing Analysis on Covid-19 Issues. (SAGE Open ,2022)
189 Elena. M, Framing international media in the face of social movements (Communication & Society,
2016)
190 Saleem, N. (2007). US media framing of foreign countries image: An analytical perspective.
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all classes of society to obtain various information at any time without economic costs

and time constraints, plus have the opportunity to express their voices in real-time

interactive. This phenomenon challenged the monopoly of mass media on the market

and reduced their influence on society. Still, the impact of British mainstream media

(such as those newspapers) on society remains undeniable. Because the broadsheets

readers are from the middle class, which has more makes them critical to the social

environment. By influencing the views of the domestic elites, the media may

influence public opinion, government policies making, and even diplomatic relations

to a certain extent; in addition, the selective information from broadsheet news

framing can influence the tabloids and other media such as TV, radio, periodicals, and

other media websites, which might directly impact the British public and have an

influence far beyond how the circulation shows.

After analysis of the news framing theory, the following conclusions can be

drawn from a systematic study of Chinese Covid-19 news coverage by The Guardian

and The Daily Telegraph:

1. The Guardian and The Daily Telegraph have maintained a high degree of

attention to the Covid-19 situation in China. Especially in the early stages of the

outbreak, though, created a panorama of China and Covid-19 under the news framing.

They have delivered objective reflections of the actual outbreak and development

situation to their audience.

2. The Guardian and The Daily Telegraph have been classified as the mainstream

media. In addition to their Political leanings and interests, their target audience shares

remarkable similarities in age, social class, and cultural literacy. Most of them belong

to the middle-aged and above social groups- the backbone of society. In the design

form of the two press in the news framing are alike. Their reports' content can be

classified into seven news framings.

3. The Guardian and The Daily Telegraph are Britain's representative left-wing and

right-wing media. The number of their reports, the perspective, and the focus are

apparent differences under the premise of their similar reporting framing. The
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difference can be because it represents the newspaper's political leanings and the need

to cater to the needs of its readership. Due to differences in political beliefs,

ideologies, and interests of the left-wing and right-wing readers, the difference in

opinion between the two newspapers is consistent with this rule.

4. Zhang, Yiyan, and Briana Trifiro's research on the US media's coverage of Covid-

19 in China have discovered the differences between the left-wing and right-wing

media under the selected contents from different news framing have resulted in

similar conclusions to mine. This proves that the English world's mainstream

media(both left-wing and right-wing) might have similar views and focus regarding

China and the Covid-19 topic. There are specific differences between left-wing and

right-wing media, but it still seems that the influence of ideological factors on media

reports has always existed.
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